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The motives prompting our study of' the chamber duets 
of' Agostino Stef'f'ani were two; first, a desire to satisfy 
our curiosity about this man whose music one never enco~­
ters but who is so often referred to by both older and con-
temporary historians as one of' the outstanding composers of' 
the late Baroque period; the second objective, a desire to 
become acquainted with the music of' this composer through 
an analytical examination of' the scores. To achieve this 
latter end, an examination of' all of' the unpublished duets 
as well as of' those f'ew contained in the several collections 
mentioned below, was undertaken. In addition, in order to 
make available for easy reference and possible future per-
formance by those interested in this medium of expression; 
seven of' the duets from the Einstein MSS were transcribed, 
and such slight editorial alterations as an occasional change 
from a 3/2 meter to a 3/4 meter made. 
The primary source aonsulted in the analysis of the duets 
had perforce to be secondary, but is the work of such unim-
peachable authority as Dr. Alfred Einstein, whose Steff'ani MSS 
are a part of' the collection bequeath§~ to Smith Oollege. 
These Einstein MSS of the duets were made directly from sources 
found in various European libraries, museums, and private 
collections, either the autograph MSS or those copies of the 
Stef'f'ani duets in the handwriting of Gregorio Piva, the 
latter's secretary, or, in some cases, copies in unidentifi-
able handwriting. The seven complete duets contB.ined herein, 
as well as all of the excerpts and quotations, were copied 
ii 
from a microfilm reel that was made of the Einstein MSS. 
Other sources for consultation and for purposes of analysis 
were volume X of the Denkm!ler der Tonkunst ~ Bayern series, 
containing sixteen duets, Sir John Hawkins r General History 
of the Science and Practice of Music, Which offers only one 
duet, (Forma un mare), and one which is not found elsewhere. 
T.he duets contained in Sehering's Geschichte der Musik in 
Beispielen, and in Riemann's Musikgeschichte in Beispielen 
are both found also intthe D.T.B. 
-~ 
\ 
A brief biography of Steffani 
~\ 
It was a strange road indeed which in 1667 led a 
choir-boy from San Marco in Venice across the borders 
of Italy and into Germany. It was not merel~ a geo-
graphical distance that the boy travelled; it was a 
road that led him from humble origins to a brilliant 
position in a brilliant society, from a cottage to a 
castle, from obscurity to renown. The small singer 
whose beginnings in Italy were so inauspicious and so 
insignificant~not only became one of the most celebrat-
ed musicians of the late Baroque period, but one of the 
most urbane, polished, and successful diplomats of his 
time. Musicians paid him, during his own lifetime, 
that ultimate and supreme homage of imitation; popes 
and princes ackowledged his services with gifts, honors, 
and titl~s. This was an amazing and as~onishing man, 
whose romantic history is unique, quite unprecedented 
and unparalleled; whose musical career began with no 
dream of its final fulfillment but ended by influencing 
the character and expression of such titans as Handel 
and Bach, and such lesser but important contemporary 
figures as Keiser and Teleman. It was a strange road, 
beginning in Castelfranc&, a ?order city of the province 
of Ven~ce, in 1653 for a boy named Ag&stina Steffani, 
and ending in Frankfurt, Germany in 1728 for Abbate 
Steffani, Bishop of Spiga, Apostolic Vicar, Councillor, 
Ambassador of Princes, Organist, Singer, Kapellmeister, 
Composer. 
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In 1667$ as nearly ~s we can calculate the year$ 
Count von Tattenbach1 a Bavarian nobleman, heard an 
extraordinarily sweet voice in the choir at St. Mark's. 
He was so impressed by both the voice and the intellig-
gence of the handsome little singer that he procured 
from the maestro di capella as well as from Steffani's 
parents 1 permission to take the boy with him to Munich, 
there to be responsible for his education and well-
being. Evidently Steffan! lived for a time with Count 
von Tattenbach, as certain documents in the district 
archives at Munich record that on July 26, 1668, 150 
florins were paid the latter out of the electeral 
coffers for his maintenance of Steffani for the preced-
ing year.~t By July of 16681 we learn from the same 
source, he was studying organ with Johann Kaspar Kerll 1 
Kapellmeister at the court of the Elector of Munich, 
for which Kerll was paid the sum of 432 florins yearly. 
In 1669 the Elector paid 903 florins, 12 kronen for 
Steffani's education1 and in 1670, 997 florins. We 
find these figures interesting for several reasons; 
they indicate 1 in relative terms when compared with the 
sum of 600 florins which Steffani was paid in 1672 as 
Hefmusikus (300 as salary, 300 for maintanance), the 
estime with which Kerll was held as a teaoher, for the 
sum of 432 florins for one student represents a high 
~c'Laut decret: •••• we~en des auf ein Jahr bei ibm 
'gehabten welschen Mus1kus, Agustin Steffanil' article 
by Robert Eitner, Allgemeine deutsche Biographie. 
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figure. They show also the ability and promise of the 
young Steffani, or ··?bviously the Elector would not have 
expended so much money on his education. The importance 
with which music was held at the court is also revealed 
by this investment in a. f'.uture c_ourt musician. The 
generosity of the Elector and his interest in music ex-
tended even farther, and in October 1673 Steffani was 
sent to Rome for further study. Here he worked with 
Ercole Bernabei, a composer and member of the Capella 
&iulia at St. Peter's, studying counterpoint and compos~ 
ing a number of motets. It is here too, that the twenty-
one year old Steffani probably wrote the 'Psalmodia 
vespertina', for eight voices, from which Padre Martini 
100 years later quoted an example in his Saggie di 
contrappunte. This work was published early on his 
return to Munich, and in the dedication to his patron, 
Ferdinand Maria and his wife, Steffani also makes his 
ackowledgement to Bernabei as his 'wise' teacher to whose 
guidance is due whatever' glory' is contained in the 
work, an example of the tact and courtesy which distin-
guished Steffani all of his life. Actually he could not 
have been quite as indebted to Bernabei in so short a 
period of time, as the inscription would lead one to 
conclude. 
In 1674 Kerll left Munich for Vienna, and the 
position of maestro de cappella at the court was offered 
to Bernabei. Whether Steffani had any part in this we 
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do not know, but the circumstances which round him a 
pupil or Bernabei at the time the post was orrered him 
seems almost to rortuitous to be entirely accidental. 
In any case, Sterrani also returned to Munich in 1674, 
to resume his position as Kammermusikus. One can con-
clude that he continued his study with Bernabei, and 
perhaps the competition orrered by Bernabei's talented 
son Gioserro, who had arrived rrom Rome in 1677 to 
assist his rather and who was only six years older than 
Sterrani, inspired the latter to composition on a larg-
er scale. Bernabei, the younger, had already composed 
several operas by the time Sterrani's rirst opera, 
Marco Aurelio, was produced in 1681. By this time, too, 
Sterrani, whose earlier education had also included 
theological studies, had been ordained as a priest with 
the title or Abbate or Lapsing. The inscription on the 
MS copy or what is apparently the conducting score or 
this·opera, indicates too, that his rank as a musician 
had been raised to that or 'Diretto della Musica di 
Camera•. Several other works appeared in the next rour 
years: some sonatas ror 2 violins, alto, and bass in 16.83; 
a collection or motets, 'Sacer Janus Quadrirens', in 
1685; a musical prelude to a tournament, entitled 
'Audacia e rispette 1 , 1685; and in opera burra, 'Solone', 
in the same year. Then in 1686 a most important event 
took place, the perrormance or Sterrani's third opera, 
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1 Servi~ Tullio', for the wedding festivities of the new 
Elector, Maximilian Emanuel. Whether the work was 
significant as an opera we do not know, for the score 
is lost; we do know that it marked a turning point in 
Steffani 1s life, and that it set in motion a long series 
/ of events destined to have such seemingly remote effects 
as the composition of twenty exquisite chamber duets 
by Handel and the elevation of the Duke of Brunswick to 
that of Electoral Prince. 
Meetings of great significan~sometimes take place 
under such casual circumstances that it is not until 
years later that the true imp9rt of such incidents is 
. 
seen. We should like to digress from this performance 
of Servio Tullie in Munich to introduce the man who 
was to become Steffani's patron, Ernst August, Duke of 
Brunswick-Luneberg, and whose tastes and demands were 
to shape Steffani's later career. 
Ernst August , in 1680 at the age of 50, had in-
herited the duchy of'Brunswick at the death of his 
brother, Johann Friedrich, and with it a tradition of 
somewhat intermittent and sporadic gaiety at the court 
in the fo~m of Italian opera and French comedy. The 
limitations of these performances had never quite 
satisfied the avid taste for this sort of entertain-
ment which Ernst August had acquired in his many sojourns 
in Italy, to which country he returned repeatedly after 
his accession to the duchy. In 1684 he went again to 
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Venice, staying this time for two years. We meet him 
on his way back to Hanover, stopping over in Munich 
for theCelebration of the Elector's wedding, and attend-
ing the fateful performance of Servie Tullie, which 
introduced him to Steffani. Ernst August was so im-
pressed with both the man and his opera that he im-
mediately offered him the position of Kapallmeister 
in Hanover. To Steffani, Ernst August was merely one 
of a great number of admirers of his new work, and the 
latter's suggestion that he come to Hanover was only one 
of several offers Steffani received after this per-
formance. No understanding between the two was reached 
at this time, but apparently Ernst August assured 
Steffani that he would be welcome in Hanover at any time. 
It was actually not until two or three years later that 
Steffani accepted his offer, but it is a fascinating 
diversion to trace back the effect Steffani exerted on 
music and musicians of north Germany as stemming from 
this meeting of the two men in Munich; two individuals 
who became necessary to each other for the fulfillment 
of their hopes and their potentialities, DUke Ernst 
August's political aims and Steffani's musical ambitions, 
each one literally to set the stage for the other. 
Two mere operas, Alarice, and Niobe, were written 
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for Munich, and then in 1687 occurred several events whim 
conspired now to turn Steffani's road directly north-
ward to Hanover. Ercole Bernabei died in 1687, and the 
'. 
position of Kapellmeister instead of being conferred 
on Steffani, was given to Gioseffo Bernabei, who for 
ten years had been the Vice-Kapellmeister. Perhaps 
Steffani was a little ehagrined 1 or perhaps the situ-
ation with Gioseffo Bernabei, a rival opera composer 
now in a superior position, became a little unpleasant, 
but however that may be, Steffani applied for electoral 
permission to visit Italy. That his relations with the 
Elector were of the most congenial nature is attested 
to by the fact that Steffani's salary was paid for an 
additional month, and beyond that, in acknowledgment 
of his twenty-one years of service, three year's salary 
was presented to him. In Venice Steffani recalled the 
offer of Ernst August, and evidently remained there 
only until negotiations were completed for the post of 
Kapellmeister in Hanover. Sometime in 1688 Steffani 
assumed his new position and his new life in North 
Germany. 
Steffani found a brilliant and stimulating court 
in Hanover, no less musical and no less cultivated than 
the one he had left in Munich. Leibnitz had been here 
since 1676, and had established the intellectual tone 
of the court on its serious side. The Electress Sophie, 
granddaughter of James I of England, was one of the 
most interesting and spirited women of the century, 
highly educated, possessed of wide and cultural tastes, 
able to speak seven languages devoted to music and 
literature, and all mann~:r ~t" t.h.ea tr,i~als, 
.. ' -- •.· .... .. ' . \. ~ ' ' 
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from buffoonery and French comedy to opera. Members 
of the court took part in all kinds of performances, 
both theatrical and musical, as actors, dancers, 
singers, and musicians. A small theater on the third 
floor of the ducal palace had sufficed for these pur-
poses until shortly before Steffani's advent, when the 
construction of a new theater was undertaken. The privy 
councillors, in an effort to discourage Ernst August's 
long absences in Italy, had engaged Thomas Giusti as 
the architect for this project, and the theater which 
he designed remained for a. long time the most beautiful 
in all Germany.J To this glittering scene came Steffani 
in 1688 and here the new opera house was opened in 1689 
with an equally new opera, Henriee Leone. That Steffani 
had been engaged for the purpose of providing Ernst 
August with this kind of entertainment is evident. All 
Catholic services had been completely abolished in 1680 1 
and although it was quite legitimate for Lutheran 
churches to engage Catholic clergy and singers for the 
musical part of the new service, we know rrom his letters 
that Ernst August devotion was limited to the reading 
~~The opera-librettist, Berthold Feind, who was ramiliar 
with many German opera houses wrote in 1708; ''Of all 
the German opera houses the Leipziger one is the poorest, 
the Hamburger one, the most extensive, the Brunswick one, 
the most complete, and the Hannover one, the loveliest"· 
The Abbe J. Toland wrote in 1709: ''Everything at the 
court in Hannover is in wonderful order. They have there 
a charming theater with beautiful loges for people of all 
sorts and conditions, and no one who attends the comedies 
is required to pay, since the Elector provide_s ror every-
thing at his own expense ••••••• •t G. Fischer: Opern und 
Concerte in Hannover. 
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of novels and the writing of letters and diaries during 
the services. Hence Steffani was not commissioned to 
write any music for the chapel, nor did he write any 
sacred music during his official connection with the 
Hanoverian court. The Stabat Mater, which was sent 
much later, in 1724, to the Academy of Ancient Musicke 
in London in recognition of his election for life to 
the presidency of this society, was written when his 
official association with the court had long been sever-
ed. The title of 11 Kapellmeister" was a purely nominal 
one, as even the very first appearance of his name in 
the ~'Calenberscher n Chapel accounts indicates: n dem 
II 
Capellmeister Stephani fur Papier zu Opern, 22 Thalr, 
14 g~r. Steffani's salary at this time is listed as 
fl II 1. 
100 Thaler per month, rtuber seine taglich 18 Thaler·'-': 
this latter sum apparently designed to cover all living 
costs while traveling. .We gather from these accounts, 
that Steffani was almost from the beginning of his 
appointment sent on missions for the Duke. 
The diplomatic journeys which assumed more and more 
an impertant role in Steffani 1s life, require a brief 
word of explanation. They cut into the musical pro-
ductivity of the man tremendously and that he found 
time to compose at all is astonishing. 
The Duke of Brunswick had been deeply concerned with 
the affairs of the German Reich. He had sent 5000 troops 
l.G. Fischer: Opern und Concerte in Hann0v~r 
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to fight against the Turks~ 8000 to help against the French; 
four of his six sons had fo~ght with the army and three 
of them had never returned from the battlefields. In 
recognition of his services and his own personal sacrifices 
the German Kaiser had proposed to create a new Elector-
hi " s p, namely that of the House of Brunswick-Luneberg. 
This· announcement met with the most vociferous disapproval 
by the members of the Reichstag. Although by 1692 Ernst 
August had received official notice of his appointment, 
the resentment of some of the Electors had not abated, 
and the difficulties that they raised succeeded in post-
poning his official installation until in 1694 he decided 
to undertake direct action. The situation seemed to 
demand.the services of a diplomat andowed with more than 
an ordinary amount of tact. Steffani, who had taken 
early advantage of the presence of Leibnitz at the court 
to study political law with him, and who further possessed 
such desirable qualities as a sharp intelligence, a keen 
mind, quiet, clear, persuasive powers of speech, and im-
peccable manners coupled with a gentle courtesy, seemed 
to fill the requirements of such an ambassador with per-
fection. The fact that he was already a famous musician 
whose operas had been translated into German and performed 
with enormous success in Hamburg and Brunswick as well 
as in Hanover was an additional asset, and Ernst August 
counted particularly on Steffani's musical reputation 
and abilities to win over the friendship of the music-
10 
loving Elector of Pfalz. Furthermore, there were certain 
Catholic Electors who could best be app~ealed to by a 
Catholic emissary. Thus in 1696 began another career for 
the accomplished Abbate, who provided with the title 
of E~yoy~ Extraordinaire, represented Ernst August's 
cause BO well, that all the difficulties and objections 
were overcome. As a reward for his successfully 
accomplished mission, Ernst August fixed a pension of 
1500 Thalers on him, raised his salary, and also lifted 
the ban against Catholic services. For achieving this 
concession for the Catholics, Pope Innocent XI, consecrat-
ed Steffani Bishop of Spiga in the Spanish West Indies, 
and made him a Prelate of the Chambera In 1698 Steffani 
was again sent out as an ambassador to Brussels, but 
with the death of Ernst August, which occurred in the 
same year, he entered the service of the same Elector 
' of Pfalz with whom he had negouated several years before 
in the interests of the Duke of Brunswick. Despite 
the admiration the Elector Johann Wilhelm had for 
Steffani's music, he nevertheless appointed him a Privy 
Councillor, and in this same year Steffani was made 
Protonotary of the Holy See by the Pope. 
Steffani had continued to compose operas during 
his political activities, and they had been produced 
with much success in Hannover, Hamburg, and other German 
centers. In addition to the fifteen operas written 
after leaving Munich, Steffan! also wrote over one 
11 
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hundred chamber duets, the aforementioned Stabat Mater, 
and three madrigals, the latter also sent to the Academy 
of Antient Musicke. The dates of the operas are known, 
but the chamber duets and other works cannot be assigned 
to any specific times. The compositions that appeared 
after 1707 when he was made a Privy Councillor, and after 
he became Protonotarius for North Germany, are inscribed 
in the_name of his secretary, Gregorio Piva, Steffani 
feeling that to engage in such activity as writing operas, 
et c~teraJwas beneath the dignity of the titles he bore. 
The years 1709-1728 were still devoted to diplomatic 
missions which took him to various continental courts, 
and twice more to Italy. His last visit to his home-
land we find very touching and pathetic. Steffani's 
expenditures connected with his various official 
capacities, had for a long time exceeded his incomes, 
and over the years he had contributed all of his savings 
of 30,000 Thaler to his living expenses. One of his hopes 
in going to Italy in 1724 had been to establish his 
finances for his declining years on a more stable basis. 
This was promised him, but unfortunately more material 
help did not appear. While in Italy, he attended once 
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more one of the"Monday evenings" at the palace of Cardinal 
Ottoboni. He was pressed to sing, and although now seventy-
one years of age, rather feeble and infirm, he still sang 
with the inimitable charm and sweetness which had always 
characterized his voice, but in a voice scarcely audible 
to his listeners. Steffani returned to Hanover full of 
hope or financial ease, but on the co.ntrary:.r his situa-
tion became worse, and he was finally reduced to sell-
ing his best paintings and statues, among them some of 
Michelangelots, for the paltry sum or 550 Thaler. In 
a letter to his old friend, the Elector of Mainz, he 
confessed 11 ich muss schliesslich um Almosen bitten 1l: ~ 
a pitiable state indeed for one who had given so much 
to Germany. King George I of England, who had been one 
or his young friends as the son or the Elector Ernst 
August, and who remembered him with admiration and 
devotion, on a return to Germany, paid a great many of 
his debts, so that the humiliating state of actually 
petitioning for alms was averted. 
Steffani 1 s journey grew shorter in distance and 
fewer in mumber, although he still longed to see another 
Italian spring. In October 1727 he visited his last 
remaining old friend, the Elector or Mainz, and in 
February he undertook another d~plomatic visit to 
Frankfort. · Here he b~came ill, and, destined never 
to see his beloved Italy again, he died on February 12, 
1728. 
l:ic I shall have to ask for alms. 
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Introduction to the duets 
~-r· pr'. 
The chrumber duet as a vocal form, if one subscribes to 
the historical philosophy that there are no evolutionary forms 
in art, can claim, if not a precursor, at least a family tree 
from which it has sprung as a legitimate branch. This parent 
tree, if we may continue the analogy, is that of the ~ocal en-
semble, and has its roots back in the 16th century. Appearing 
when it did, chronologically, it can be considered as a branch 
growing rather high on the trunk of the tree, but it cannot, in 
any real sense be considered an evolutionary form. T.he chamber 
duet appeared later than the opera duet, but it assumed a quite 
different structural form, and was imbued with a completely 
different musical character. 
The musical dialogues- found in the Italian comedi~s, the 
Commedia delltarte, of the middle 16th century, already evinced 
a similar and essential character of the duet, namely the juxta-
position of two vocal parts, although in this case the two parts 
were sung by choruses rather. than by single voices. Towards the 
end of the century such pieces were being composed as separate 
compositions and frequently appeared as adjuncts to books of 
madrigals, a:s well as being published separately. The Dialogbi 
Musicali de diversi Eccelentissimi Autori, published in Venice 
in 1592, containing works by A. Gabrieli and Lasso, is an ex-
ample of this two-part vocal ensemble as a separate composition. 
A later expression of music for two single voices appears 
with Monteverdi in his introduction of the duet into the opera 
as an integral structural feature. As a satisfactory unit in 
opera this form grew in popularity to such a degree that Cavalli 
in some or his operas abandoned the chorus altogether in ravor 
or the duet. 
From this historical distance it seems a most natural oc-
currence that so popular a rorm be taken out or its larger con-
text, i.e. the opera, and allowed its own autonomy. This is 
precisely what happened, and Monteverdi's great contribution to 
this kind or composition is summed up by Dr. Alrred Einstein in 
The Italian Madrigal, where on page 864 or volume 11 begins the 
rollowing quotation referring to MOnteverdi's 7th book or madri-
gals,published in 1619: 
" •••• very rew have even a tenuous connection with the 16th cent-
ury. The title page retains the designation ttmadrigali" but 
also mentions ttaltri generi de cantiu, doubtless in rererence 
to the outright monodies, the "Lettera 'amorosa", or the "Par-
tEa~z.a:::..amorosan in the new style •••••••••• But the quartets, 
trios, and duets •••• seem even more worthy of designation nother 
novel typestt. They are no longer madrigals, but belong to a 
new concerto-like chrumber music. T.his applies particularly ~ 
the series of fifteen duets, which make up half of the contents 
o:f the work. They begin the history of !Ln~f~which ~ 
only with the chamber duets of Stefrani, Handel, Clari, and 
Pa'C:IFe~tirif. They are the-vocal counterpart of the trio sona-
ta for two Violins anaoasso;::. continuo, the :tdeil combination in 
tile Italian instrumental music of the 17th century •••• Monte-
verdi t s duet is an "ideal formtt, not a naturalistic dialogue, but 
a concerto for two voices over a neutral bass." 
This latter, a concerto for two voices, with in some instances 
the basso continuo acting as a third voice, thus constituting in 
reality a trio, is what the chamber du~tbecam&cwith Steffani. 
Between Monteverdi and Steffan! there wer1bomposers who 
ventured to experiment in this pattern, composers who felt that 
the madrigal had been exploited as far as possible. Anto~o Cifra, 
a cont-emporary of Monteverdi, wrote six books of secular n scherzi n, 
as these two-voiced o~mpositions were also called, as well as two 
of spiritual ones. Alessandro Grandi, and Giovanni Rovetta, con:--
temporaries 
16 
a~ Monteverdi also wrote ~or two voices, the latter calling 
his compositions ttmadrigali concertati". Giovanni Sances, 
(d.l678 or 1679) wrote noapricci poetici a una, doi (sic) 
e tre vooi 11 , Which were published in 1649. Other composers 
.\-o...,. -\-w o Uo ~ .:e,. - · 
.were writing madrigalsA or "madrigalettin ( B. Rossi, fDD 
. , 
exwmple) • The very ~act that these two-voiced compositions 
were entitled variously indicates that the ~orm was still 
in a rather nebulous state. The Italian canzonet bore no 
~esemblance to its English two-voiced counterpart, such 
as Thomas Morley's canzonets, ~or example, and the only 
feature common to the Ste~~ani duet and the Italian canzon-
et or canzonetta is the hemiola rhythm. This alternation 
between a 3/2 and 6/4 meter, a feature which has its roots 
buried in the French chanson, is invariably found in the 
Ste~fani duet. The early opera duet has not the remotest 
resemblance to the Steffani duet, and can be discounted 
completely as an ancestor, as it consisted primarily of 
alternating passages between two soloists, who rarely sang 
together, but per:rO'\'med a kind of musical ndialogue" .. That 
Steffani was acquainted with Monteverdi's work is unques-
tionably true, and it would seem that he must also have 
known of the experiments of Grandi and Rovetta as well. 
That he too experimented with the form is attested to by 
the very ~act that the duets are cast in such varied forms 
and dimensions, and that the duets are not inevitably and 
invariably conceived of as the (t counterpart of the trio 
ff 
sonata. 
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Although it is not the purpose of this paper to draw 
comparisons, nor shall we venture to make any original as-
sertions here regarding Ste:f:fani's influence on his contempo-
. ' 
raries, a subject :for more extensive research, we should like 
to quote :from the :following historians. These comments clear-
ly indicate the esteem with which Ste:f:fani was held both by 
his own contemporaries, later historians, and those scholars 
of our own day, such as Buko:fz er and Lang. 
~~ .. 
Mattheson: Der Vollkomme:ae ~apellmeister 
. - ------ _........, ____ _ 
1
. ct ••• was die nuetten betri:fft, so werden gewiss des 
Ste:ffani·Bemfthungen in diesem St~ck nicht so leicht 
veralten~ •••••••• Attilio Ariosti 1 Marcello, und 
Handel •• ~.haben sieh auch hierin absonderlich stark 
erwiesen. t' 
( As far as the duets are concerned, Steffani's 
efforts in this direction will not soon become 
old-fashioned •••• Attilio Ariosti 1 Marcello, and 
Handel have also proved themselves excellent in 
this field. ) , 
~ n ••• Besagter Steffani hat sich in dieser Gattung 
vor allen andern die ich kenne, unvergleichlich 
hervor gethan,·und verdient bis dieser Stunde ein 
Muster· zu seyn. Denn solche Sachen veralten nicht 
leicht.n 
( The afore-mentioned Steffani has proved him4elf' 
incomparable, above all others with whom I am: 
familiar, and. deserves even to this very hour, to 
be taken as a model. For such things do not readi-
ly go out of date.) 
3. It • • Kurze NaeltaEm.ungen, wettstreitende R'fickungen, 
und ungezwungene Bindungen zieren dergleichen 
nuette vor allt.n andern. Steffani wan l!u\irin 
unvergleichlich. Ich habe selbst aachen von ibm 
in dieser Schreib-art auf' die Schatib~e gesungen 
die wol eine Kirche verdienten. Wer es ibm nach-
thun kan darf':f es fiir keine Sehande halten. · Aber 
es geh8ren Kunstverstindige z~8ner dazu. '' 
1. page 345 
2. page 215 
3. page 349 
• 
•• 
( Short imitations 1 voiee parts that compete with 
each other, and free suspensions (ligatures) grace 
these duets above all others. Steff~i was unsur-
passed in this respect. I myself, have sung compo-
sitions in this style by him, on the stage, which 
well-deserved a Church.( to be sung in Church). Who-
ever can imitate him need not be ashamed of doing so. 
However they require connoisseurs as listeners.) 
Georg Phillipp Telemann (1681-1767) in the autobio-
graphical sketch appearing in Mattheson's Grundlage einer 
Ehrenpforte says: 
1. n Die Sitze von Steffani und Rosenmftller, von 
Corelli und Caldara. erwllhlte ich mir hier zu 
Muatern um meine kftnftige Kirehen-und Instrumental 
Musik darnach einzurichten. '1 
( I chose the music of Steffani and Rosenmftller, 
of Carelli and Caldara as models after which to· 
pattern my :ruture church and instrumental music.) 
Burney: ~ General History o:r Music 
{ in speaking o:r duets as a :rorm of composition) 
2. lfThose o:r the admirable Abbate Stef:f'ani were dis-
persed in MS throughout Europe. Perhaps·there 
are no more correctly built compositions, no 
fugues whose subjects are more satisfactory, no 
a.aswers or imitations more a.l't:f'ul than these 
'duets' o:r Ste:r:rani, which in a collection made 
for Queen Caroline and now in the possession of 
his Majesty, amount to near one hundred. t 
Chrysander: Hb.d.el 
3. PEs sind zwar von jeher Duette gesetzt worden, 
aber in Deutschland doch erst hltu:f'igen ala die 
musterha:f'ten,klangreichen zweistimm.igen Gesllnge 
des Italieners Ste:f':f'ani zu Hannover beliebt Wu:r-
den; nun legte zich jede Feder auf' das Dttett.n 
(To be sure, duets had been written before, but 
not to any extent in Germany until the perfect, 
richly-sonorous two-part songs o:r the Italiq. 
at Hannover, Ste:f':f'ani, became universally popu-
lar: then every pen was applied in writing duets.) 
1. page 357 
2. page 535, vol. 111 
3. pages 326:f':f'. Chapter on Bts,tani, vol.l 
1. '' In Stef'fani' a· Fusstapf'en trat Hlndel; weil 
aber sein Fuss von Natur gr8sser war~ machte 
es sieh ganz von selost, dass auch seine Spuren 
etwas gr8sser wurden.n 
·• 
{In Steffani's f'ootsteps~Handel trod: however, 
since his foot was naturally larger it follow'd 
1$ 
as a matter of' course that his tracks became same-
what larger too.) 
2. l'Even the last six duets (Handel's) 1 truly great 
masterworks, do not depart f'ram the pattern that 
Stef'fani set for duet-writing. They stand as 
monuments not only to Handel, but to his beloved 
forerunner·in this field, Handel's tribute to 
st ef'f' ani II. •<'.: 
From more recent historians we quote these comments: 
Streatf'eild, R.A. : Handel 
t'Handel learned to write overtures and dances 
in what we may·call an Italian-version of the 
style of' Lltl1y, from Steff'ani ....... The duets 
show the influence of' Stef'f'ani, the acknowledged 
master of this genre.t) 
Rolland, Romain: Handel 
''When Handel returned, to Hanover from England 
he again attempted to'.Jwrite like Stef'fani, but 
his works did not cOI6.e up to their model. tl 
Contemporary historians have this to say about Steffani: 
1. 
2. 
a·• 
4. 
Bukofzer ,Manfred: Music in the Baroque Era 
3. ttin Hannover Handel learned from Steffani tm 
last secrets of bel-canto writing, and paid 
homage to him in writing his masterly Italian 
ehrumber duets and trios." 
4. usteffarii is best known f'nr his noble ch~ber 
·ch~ber duets the smoothly finished counterpoint 
. of which even Handel could only imitate but no'h 
surpass." 
Chrysander, Hindel, page 336, vol. 1 
Ibid. pp.326ff. Chapter on Steffan! 
page 324 
page 24'7 
r 
1. 
Lang, P.H. : Music ~ Western Civilization 
n •• one a:f the greatest composers o:f the late 
Baroque •• " · 
",.a composer o:f the stature of Purcell and 
Scarlatti •• " 
" •• vocal duets represent the height of three-
part Baroque counterpout •• tt 
u •• duets undoubtedly the models :followed by Bach 
in his cantatas as well as the B minor Mass. " 
we should like to quote one last opinion here, although it 
is quite out ·of chronological order. It takes us out o:f the 
present and back to the lSth century, revealing Ste:ffani as 
a very endearing person- as well as the distinguished composer. 
The :following excerpt is :from a letter written to ste:f:fani 
20 
on November 21, 1702 by Queen Sophie Charlotte of Prussia,whom 
ste:ffani first knew as a child and a pupil in the palace o:f 
Ernst August at Hanover; the playfulness and familiarity of 
address indicate that there was nothing at all :formidable, 
austere, or forbidding in Ste:f:faai as a person, despite his 
~eat musical reputation, his political distinction, or his 
eccle$~astical rank. 
. 
"The great Bononcini is here again, afflicted }>y 
the death of his mistress. That is the reason 
I have made no music :for eight days ••• Howevel", I 
have not wasted time, and you would say that .~ 
have attempted to bite a pieve out o:f the moon 
(je veux prendre la lune avec les dents) for I 
run learning counterpoint. I:f I succeed you will 
see how I shall compose. I intend to do it in 
such a way that you will be completely jealous. 
I need say no more, and I shall write same duets 
that will have all the tenderness and character 
of yoU!"s.n 2 • 
1. see pages 437, 462, 498 
2. ttpublicationen au.s den K3nigliehed Preussischen Staats-
arch1venn,vol.63; Briefe der K8nigen Sophie Charlotte von 
Preussen und der Kurfftrsten Sophie von Hannover an hann-
oversehen Diplomaten. Leipzig: a. Hirzel, 1905 
r -- ------ c---- q______ '::::::u:c 
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Technical features 
' 
Teobni~al features 
In attempting to sum up the oharaoteristi~ fea-
ur~s of Steffani 1 s writing one is confronted with an 
impossible task. There are no particular or ap~cific 
features ~ch appear with such ~onstant repetition 
as to qualify any given composition as undoubtedly and 
unquestionably Stef.fani•s. ·There is no one spe~iall;'or:~· 
exolusive technique whic;h ear....;n.a.rks a Ste.ffani duete 
Rather there exists a general exoellen~e and perfection, 
a happy and genial mastery of technique, an astonishing 
' 
and amazing display of invention, an incredibly fertile 
imagination, an apparently inexhaustible source of fresh 
devices. Despite the limitations that exist naturally 
21 
in the small medium in w~ch his genius eXhibited itself 
most fortuitously, namely the chamber duet, one is con• 
stantly amazed at the absence of su~h conjunctions of 
tones, such j~aposition of voices, or repetit~a rhytm-
mic patterns, or any such tecbni~al devices which might so 
easily have repeated themselves in these small forms to 
. ,.._ 
the extent of beco~ng mnsical cliches. There are no 
stereotyped patterns of intervals in the canonic entrances, 
no invariable intervallic asso~iation between any two-
voice ~ombination. Even with the limited possibilities 
inherent in canonic imitation, the bass and soprano·do 
not, for example, always appear in canon in the octave, 
nor is it inevitable that the soprano and alto enter 
in aanon at the 5th~ or soprano and soprano in the uni-
. son. The variety and diversity eXhibited even in this 
one small detail are remarkable. Cbrysander suggests 
that the ahamber duet was to Steff'ani what the quartet 
·was to Haydn~ or, we might add~ what the Lied was to 
/ 
Sahubert. Apparently Steffani found in this form his 
22 
natural musical element, and When one aonsiders his pro-
ductivity in this field { at least 100 duets are known of'~ 
and it is assumed that many were lost), in the light ~r 
his numerous other aativities, one can well believe that 
the writing of' a duet was perhaps as effortless as the 
writing of a letter. 
Steff ani' s firm, and at the same time~ flexible 
mastery over aounterpoint, the ingenuity and dexterity 
with Whiah the voices are handled, the feliaity with 
whiah the basso aontinuo enters sometimes as a polyphon-
ic voice, sometimes as a counterpoint, i.e. note aga~st 
note, were the admiration of' the musicians of his day, 
as well as patterns f'or imitation. Lest we give the im-
pression however, that our great admiration for Stef'f'ani 
is compounded principally of' respect and reverence-for 
his technical perfection, awe and wonder at his imagina-
tion and inventiveness, we hasten to interp~late that 
the beauty ana enchantment of' these lyric songs is, o£ 
course, the first aspect that appeals, both from· an audi-
tory and an aesthetic point of view. The ~ is first 
entranced and bewitched by the ineffable and deeply mov-
ing. loveliness of such duets as~ d~~~e catena ( contain-
.1- ' 2 i_bid. 1 . 
ed herein), Troppo cruda•,,, Gia tu parti;:~., lJb.e vo ete,·/ 
Placidissim.e catena?:-, Inouieto m.io cor·:'. The charm of 
·the impertinent, brief trifle No, non voglio, the appeal 
of the gay, graceful little Luci belle 1 the utterly de-
lightful Ahl che lfho 4empre detto, and the spirited 
Ribellatevi, all included here, are representative of 
another side of steffani's musical nature. And in such 
marvelous duets as Quanto care (also to be found herein), 
Lungi dal Idol {quotations from which will be discussed 
later), Liberta, and Sia maledetto ( excerpts fro.m which 
follow), ••• duets which contain within their more extend-
ed dimensions a wealth of expression, we are .first ofr~all 
charmed~y the beauty, intensity, and expressiveness o.f 
the music. How this is achieved becomes apparent in an 
examination of the music, and it is at this point that 
an understanding and an appreciation of the genius o.f 
Steffani enters into the aesthetic response to add the 
elements of veneration and admiration to the first-en-
gendered feeling of delight and pleasure in the duets. 
The excerpts and quotations which follow wi~l d~~ 
onstrate the versatility and wide variety of devices 
employed in achieving this expressiveness. We regret 
that it was not possible to illustrate our points with 
the complete compositions, since each one embodies so 
~.D.T.B. vol. X 1 a~d Riemann: Beispielen ~:.::- D.T.B. vol X, ''t~·:: ·:: ·:;.;.~,-,,: ·:. >.>:: .:' ... ;; 
. '"' 
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much 1nte~est. Howeve~, the exmmples have been chosen with 
the intention of showing representative and typical treat-
menta and devices, not exceptions. 
The duets begin a1most inva~iably with one or the other 
of the voices, and the~e is rarely an instrumental "intro-
duction". This is perhaps due to the faet that the duets 
were generally conceived of as three-part canpositions, i.s. 
for three independent lines. When the bas_so:: ·· continuo begins, 
as for example in Q dolce catena (p. lOlff), the instrument 
enters as a real voice and contains elements in it which are 
later repeated by the other voices. The half-step interval 
and the skip of a 4th whieh characterize the entire p1eee 1 
are al.ready presented in the first two measures by the basso 
continuo. On the other hand, the short instrumental beginning 
to Ribellatevi {p. 105ff) is definitely in the nature of' an 
int~oduction, and the basso continuo throughout this short 
duet is more of' an accompanying part than a real vo1ee. 
The entrance of' the voices is always in the nature of 
eanonie 1m1tat1on, with now the upper vo1oe 1ead1ng the way, 
1. 
now the lower voice enter1ng first. Obrysander states that 
canonical duets came into fashion through Steff'ani, and that 
Reiilhard Keise~, f'or example, "lay 1n wait in RambUJ!g f'o~ 
his effects and made h1s own settings for two voiees after 
Steffan! as far as his l~ted oontrpuntal ability permit-
1. Obrysande~: HAndel, vol. 1. pp.326ff 
-~ 
I 
ted•. One can make no categorical statement concerning 
Steffani's treatment of the voices in these canonical be-
ginnings in respect to the frequency of the opening inter-
val or its association with a particular combination of 
voices. These were as varied in canonic interval and in 
space between entrances as the natural limitations of this 
kind of contrapuntal writing permitted. 
The examples that follow immediat.ely illustrate canon 
in the octave. The first one, an excerpt from the second 
' part of Questo e l'ultimat a duet for soprano and bass# 
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shows also an occasional practice, namely that of the vo~ces 
proceeding iin a rather homophonic fashion after their entrance 
in tqg~*. .. f'ashion. 
~ 
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The :f'ol~pwing. exam.pl.e from Forma a da vite aJ. core 
1s for soprano and tenor. Here the tenor entrance is made 
onl.y s~ beats beyond the :f'irst voice: 
~ 
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' In Su ferisci u1ato arciero$ the example below again 
illustrates a very close entr~ce 1 this t~e for two sopra-
nos,an~ in the unison. Note also, that here the melody is 
introduced by the second vo~ce 1 the practice of alternating 
entrances between the two voices baing a very common one: 
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The following, from Lungi daJ.lt Idol m1o$ foz- sopra~ 
n 0 and alto has again the canon in unison beginning at 
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Steffani was fih.e4Cible when necessary, and the vo:iees 
answer each other occasionally in a modified imitation.In 
-
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the excerpt from Liberta ( a third setting, in D major, for 
soprano and alto ), When the alto c~ot give a 1:1tera1 re-
petition of the soprano :intervals because of the range, a 
slight alteration is made in the disposition of the notes: 
\ \ 
This departure :f'rom a1a exact imitation is exemplified 
also in the short passage :rram M'ingannasti1 for sopraao 
and bass, where the bass in the fo'll.rth measure asserts a. 
vigorous and masculine octave as opposed to the more deli· 
eate conjunct motion in the fourth measure of the soprano: 
the distance between the entrances here is 12 measures# 
the bass postponing :its entrance until the soprano has 
finished its 'gay little melody: 
L,. ----i 
I , 
" 
\ I \ 
I 
\ 
In M'hai da piangere, a duet for soprano and alto 
in which the alto enters in the unison beginning in the 
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fifth measure, ~ exceedingly expressive passage, the alto 
drops a major 6th in the second measure of its exposition 
instead of rising a minor 3rd as the soprano does. The 
position in the measure of the alto entrance is also worthy 
o:f notice; despite the fact that the alto has entered on 
the :fifth beat of the measure the weight of the accent still 
falls on the word "piangere", as it does in the soprano. 
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Another technical deviee which is very common in the 
entrances is that ~f the delayed completion. In the quota= 
tion below from Deggio al nuovvo desire this is illustrated 
in the soprano voice where only the a segment of the melody 
is first repeated and the concluding phrase at b does not 
. -
appear until after the four measures of rest. 
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Another exronple of this is ~ound in Oang1a pensier 
mio cor, _a duet :f'or two sopranos. Here again the :f'il"st 
phrase of' the melody at a is repeated alone, and after 
-
several measur-es . of' rest b enters. 
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The example above also illustrates several other quite 
common practices in addition to that o:f the delayed comple-
tion, namely that o:f the long melody stated completely by 
one voice a~one, which after the exposition o:f that part o:f 
the melody which might be called the It subject" 1 goes merri-
ly on to a free fantasy. Another frequently occur~ing fea-
ture is tlat of the double statement, as at c, when the 
-
first part of the "subjeetn is stated exactly but the sec-
ond phrase is altered. -We should also like to call atten-
tion to the role assigned here to the basso continuo, which 
in this case is that of· mere accompaniment. 
In summation of the practices Ste:ffani employs in be-
ginning the duets the following devices are noted: 
l) As a rule there is no introduction, but the 
duet begins immediately with one of the voices 
a) When the ba&so continuo begins it is 
sometimes as a real voice, or sometimes 
merely an accampan~ent material 
\ 
... 
.. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
# 
' I 
I 
2) Canonic imitation is at the interval of ~ 
octave, the unison, 4th and 5th above, 4th ~d 
5th below · 
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a) The interval at which the imita~ian be-
gins is not conditioned in any·way by 
the kind of voices employed 
3) The second voice enters at variable distances 
a) sometimes the imitation begins within 
the measure, sometimes as late as 16 
measures after the first voice 
4) The canon is sometimes arrested in the second 
voice after stating only a part of the melody, 
and goes on to completion after several measures 
of rest. 
5) The opening is given as readily to the lower 
voice as to the upper voice, and in certain in-
stances the melody, or a fragment of it, appears 
first in the basso continuo 
a) This latter occurrence is frequently found 
within the duet 
The nature and the characte1of the melodies varies 
widely, both in the expressive aspects and in the struc~ 
tural features •. As for the former, despite the fact that 
the duets are primarily love songs and one might therefore 
conclude that the character of the melodies might savour 
of the same kind of expressiveness, there is great diver-
sity. Some of them are gay and impertinent 1 some are teas-
ing and provocative, others are filled with yearning and 
tenderness, sadness and melancholy. There are some that 
are bold and vigorously assertive, others that are more 
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delicate and subtly suggestive. A felicitous combination 
of a number of these affections-are found somet~es within 
single duets; others~ particularly the shorter duets# are 
content with the exposition of only one emotion. 
The structure of the melodies is varied also, somet~es 
consisting of a long nontinuous line extending over four 
measures or so before a break is possible~ as can be observ-
ed in the examples that follow as well as in the complete 
songs included in this paper. Again, the melody may ass'UlD.e 
the short~ terse, compact character of a fugue subject, ca-
pable of division into two short phrases. In some instances 
an eight measure melody is broken into two phrases 1 one o:f' 
three measures,which is often more rhythmic than melodic, 
followed by five measures of a more lyric nature. 
If one generalization could be made concerning any one 
detail in the entire wide range of Steffani's techniques, we 
should venture to say that the interval of a perfect 4th is 
the one appearing most often. This occurs again and again 
in important melodic and rhythmic positions~ and with all 
variety of expressions. It is not always associated with 
firmness and dynamic assertiveness as it is used in the bold 
... 
opening of the duet, Liberta, but appears also as the tender 
and poigaant musical unit completely pervading 0 dolce cat-
~ ( See set of complete duets contained herein) The ap-
~ 
poggiatura is found as a frequent melodic feature, but con-
junct and disjunct melodic motion~a used impartially. 
The examples that follow illustrate the ~eat diversity 
r·c ·· .. ·· 
.. 
' 
of melodic invention and the apparently bottomless well 
of Steffani's imagination. 
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The excerpt be~qw~ from Rio destin ( soprano and alto) 
demonstrates the bold vigor of the oetave leap followed by 
the more restrained intervals and conjunct motion. This 
skip of the octave appee.rs .frequently, as has been noted 
in the analyses of the complete songs that follow. 
At ~ , note the harmonic interval of a major 9th, 
and at ~~ the harmonic interval of an augmented 4th. 
$ ~)- -c r i' ~ \ g f~ ~ ~ f \ ~ r·t~ ; • : , v \.,... 
_.;---.:------·----. ---..... --
v c~ \ 
< 
rl 
I 
----~---···------ ---.-. -···--
In Liberta ( the third setting, in D major for sopra-
no and alto ) a passage from the third section demonstrates 
the smooth flow of two long conjunct melodic lines, termina-
ting in either a leap of a 5th or a 4th~ and encompassing 
at _! and b the range of a ninth. At o the upper voice 
traverses an 11th before turning back. The smooth par&J.-
l.el:land contrary motion between the two voices as they 
move together or away .fr~ each other, crossing ocaasion-
ally t~ough a unison, results in an exceedingly beaut~~ 
undulating motion. 
I 
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' The quotation be~ow from OGchi perGhe piangete , a 
duet for soprano and a~to in a minor, beginning with the 
interval of the 4th, whose frequency was ~eviously noted, 
demonstrates a modified canonic imitation-as well as the 
melody combining two phrases, the first a more rhythmic and 
disjunat motion, the second phrase in predominantly conjunct 
motion • 
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The passage ~ediately above also~an identical in-
tervallic and rhythmic motion, resulting in a .feeling o.f 
homophony rather tm;n polyphony~ Such patterns very .fre-
quently conclude strictly polyphonic passages, and although 
the voices are still maintaining their independence, these 
short segments of un~ity in time and space provide pleas-
ant moments of relief .from the otherwise constant assertive-
ness of the voice~. 
The exmmple below from Lungi dall Idol is illustrative 
of the provacative little interchanges that occur so fre-
quently between the voices: 
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The quotation £rom Lilla mei 1 a duet for soprano and 
bass in g minor, shows a beginning which is a forthright 
and straightforward statement divided into two short frag-
ments. The second excerpt, from another section of the 
same duet demonstrates a more flowing lyric line follwwed 
by imitation in small fragments. 
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The passage be~ow, from Sia maledetto amor~ a duet 
for alto and tenor, is an ex~ple of a long, flowing melo-
dia line, close canonic imitation in the octave, and a 
basso continuo which asserts itself as an active polyphon-
ic voice. 
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Note also how, at b, the voices have alternated en-
·trances, the tenor now taking the lead. 
• 
Dissonances occur very frequently in the Steffani 
duets$ but in a very natural. manner and always with ad-
mirable dexterity and smoothness.. They are not of' the 
anguished or tortured variety that one finds, for ex• 
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ample in some of' the earlier Italian madrigal composers, 
but are used with taste, discipline, and restraint. Al-
though we found no musical symbolism in the duets, Steff~ 
will color a particularly descriptive word or phrase with 
an accidental, or will heighten the meaning of a phrase 
with the astringency of a chramatice passage. Such disso-
nanees as seconds and sevenths come as the result of rhy-
tbmdc motion,i.e. generally as suspensions. N~ths and 
faurths appear as concomdtants of voice leading. These 
abrasive moments are very refreshing and because the duets 
are never completely saturated with dissonances, their 
dramatic effect is not lost • Chromatic passages are to 
be found frequently, always for especially expressive 
reasons, and again with less uninhibited emotion than one 
finds in earlier Italian compositions such as the 16th and 
early 17th centuries. 
The passage below, from Sia maledetto gmor, marked 
. 
largo, exemplifies the restraint exeroized in the use of 
chromatics, which occur in the two outer voices while the 
tenor moves for the moat part through half-steps: note 
also the upward leap of the 4th, a favored interval, and 
at a the seventh resulting from a suspension, at b, the 
- -
augmented 4th resulting from the voice leading: 
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The following quotation is from the same.passage: note 
the suspension at!]-~ seventh, and at~) a second , as 
the result of rhythmic motion. 
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\-The ~ollowing page o~ examples fro.m Oeohi perehe 
piangete, a duet ~or soprano and alto in e minor, shows 
a melodic line constructed o~ both disj~ct and conjunct 
motion, the latter moving chromatically. Note how the 
voice leading results 1n augmented ri~ths, ~d in major 
sevenths, and how the suspensions create seconds. Observe 
also the ~port~ce o~ the basso continuo, which here is 
a real third voice: 
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The position of the basso continuo has already been 
mentioned; apparently it was invest~d withGS~V.~~al fune-
tions 11 all of Which are often manifested within the same 
duet. It most frequently acts as a counterpoint to the 
other two voicesl very often it has an active polyphonic 
role, and with great frequency it plays ~s part in a;c;. 
cand>nic imi.tation with one or the other o:t the voices. 
Occasionally it subsides into a partnership with the other 
voices as an~ccompanying member, quite insigni:ticant, and 
acting as a kind of pedestal supporting the motion in the 
other Parts. mt also appears as a reinforcing member of' 
the trio, in which case it supports and corroborates the 
lower voice. A few examples follow which d«monstrate its 
various roles. 
The first exce~pt is taken from a duet for tenor and 
. ... 
soprano in g minor, E perche non mtuccidate : here the in-
, 
strtnUent not only plays an important canonic part but in-
troduces the melody, which the tenor voice imitates in the 
unison: 
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The example below,from Por~o ltalma incinerita , 
illustrates the pedestal bass, one supporting the voices, 
which in this case and for this passage_, move in a quite 
homophonic manner: 
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... In the passage below from Che sara .di quel pensiero, 
the bass instrument appears again as an autonomous part 
and introduces the melody: 
-~------~---
' The two short excerpts below from Lungi· dall Idol~ are 
typical of the basso continuo in snatches of imitation: 
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~om the same duet the following exaerpt demonstrates 
the use of the basso eontinuo as a contrapuntal voiae: 
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, .. In the excerpt below from Sol neglt occhi, the instru-
ment is again in canon, this time with the soprano: 
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The voice parts in these duets are sometimes exceeding-
ly elose, moving to seconds~ crossing each other, etc, as 
has been observed in some of the foregoing examples, but 
occasionally too, we find them dispersed at wide~ spacious 
distances from each other. The exrunple below, taken from 
Lungi dalltidol illustrates such passages: 
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In all of· the foregoing examples_the variety of 
rhythmic effects should also be noted. The vigor and 
vitality of the music lies in large measure in the fresh-
ness and diversity of the note-value patterns. The voiees 
move only infrequently in identical note values and the 
homophonic effects produced by such practice are compara-
tively rare. The characteristic measure or phrase, if we 
may violate an earlier denial of anything characteristic 
of Steffani except perfection, comprises varying rhythms 
in:>:each of the thr~e voices, thus endowing each part with 
musical a~imation of its own. 
Within the rhythm of each voice lies a certain quality 
of expressiveness also• The tempo and temper of a duet is 
frequently manifested by the change in the rhy~hm&c expres-
sion as the following example indicates. In this quotation 
from M'hai da piangere, a duet for soprano and alto, the in-
creasing tension is exhibited int~e d~inution of the note 
values, and the impetuous rush of the music is demonstnatea 
within itself. The excerpts a and b are not immediately 
contiguous, but together with the longer excerpt a~_!, are 
taken from the second section of the duet to illustrate the 
cumulative increase in motion. 
~.- .. ~ ---,;~-. 
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As these foregoing examples, as well as the complete 
duets that follow, amply demonstrate, Ste££ani was pos-
sessed of a superb masvery over the art of counterpoint, 
whether the voices move in strict canon or in polyphony. 
When such skill is combined with an almost inexhaustible 
musical imagination and sensitivity, the result is the 
perfection,both in technique and expressiveness,of such 
music as the Stef~ani chamber duets. As Burney says, 
'Perhaps there are no more eorDectly built compositions, 
no t,ugues whose subjects are more satisfactory, no an-
swers or imitations more artful than these duets of 
~ 1• Steffani'. 
l.Gharles Burney: A General History of Music, vol.3 
London, 1789 
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Structural form 
The structural form of the duets is as varied as the 
technical devices and musical material comprising them~ 
and~ as is true with all great compositions~ the inner 
life of the music seems to determine the external form 
as well as the dimensions. This latter statement needs 
however~ in the case of music united with a text, to be 
qualified somewhat by adding that the structure. and the 
length of the whole is determined in part~ at least~ by 
the structure and the length of the verse 1 although the 
composer is ultimately in control as to the specific 
treatment of the lyric in such details as repetitions 1 
musical exposition of the words 1 etc. 
The verses used by Steffani were written principally 
by Ortensio Mauro 1 (Steffani's countryman at the court 
of Ernst August 1 and his devoted friend, who also wrote 
the libretti for most of the operas)~ but also by 
Signor Averara~ Marchese d 1Ariberti Abbate Carlo Conti, 
I 
Conte Francesco Palmieri, and by Abbate Alessandro Guidi. 
Guidi, an Italian lyric poet (1650-1728) was one of the 
most celebrated poets of the 17th century, and his 
sensitive lyrics provided Steffani with an inspiration 
which the latter matched with equally sensitive and 
eloquent music. Since Guidi's lyrics were published, 
a critical examination of the text and the setting to 
determine what modifications, what liberties, if any 
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or with what de~ree or ridelity Steffani set them in 
terms or strictly rormal structure, would be relp..tively 
atmplee However, as ror the rest, unless research 
might reveal an inclusion of their verse in anthologies, 
or perhaps in obscure publications or the period, it 
would be impossible to reconstruct the original form. 
Hence, any comprehensive commentary on Steffani's 
technical treatment or the texts rrom a structural point 
of view is impossible. 
The duets seem to fall into three categories; the 
long, multisectional duets with arias, and occasionally 
with recitatives as well; the shorter sectional duets 
containing three or rour well-marked divisions but no 
' 
solos; the still shorter duets of one or two sections, 
or of three relatively short sections, and marked some-
times da capo, sometimes not. 
Whether the multi sectional duets belong to Sterrani.' s 
early writing, to his mature years, or to his last composi-
tions is a matter entirely for conjecture. Although we 
/ -
have not had an opportunity to examine the &Ut"ogr~~ scores, 
tt ' 
Dr. Einstein remarks in the preface to the Denkmaler 
der Tonkunst ~Bayern, volume X1 that there is no 
identification as to the year of composition or any or 
the duets. Therefore it is quite impossible to speak 
about any "development of stylen. The long duets re-
semble in their diversified sections, with their changes 
or meter, and their variation of mood and tempo, their 
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changes ~or key, the cantata of the following century. 
Chrysander, however, feels that despite the similarity 
of external proportions all resemblance to the cantata 
... 
stops there, and that the greater dramatic element of 
the cantata precludes any comparison between the two. 
He prefers to describe the large duets as amplified 
It song-scenes with solosn },. We feel that. Chrysander is 
- ;.. 
rather pedantic about this; such a duet as Liberta, 
for example,,with its vigorous and dynamic beginning, 
its contrasting sections, both in tempo and temper, 
very closely approximates the short cantata in both 
dimensions and character. However, since it is not 
necessary to arrive at a comparison in order to enjoy 
them or understand them, we shall simply designate them 
il 
as ttmultisectional, duets conceived on a wide and 
' 
spacious scale .. '•· 
. I 
As an example of the large proportions of those 
belonging to this category we quote in outline form 
the superficial details o~ the duet mentioned above, 
i. e., Libert~, tot~lling with repttitions, 352 measures. 
1. duo 16 measures C+~ 
2. the above repeated 
large note values; slow 
rhythmic motion 
3. duo 12 measures C+~ meter 16th notes, more 
active motion 
4. a repetition from the beginning, in.dicated 
by da capo 
5. aria for alto 13 measures Gr~ meter, repeated, 
followed by 11 measures, concluding in C ; da capo 
~' Chrysander, F: Handel, vol.l. Steffani, pp.326ff 
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6. aria for bass 20 measures C+ da capo to the 
very beginning 
of duet 
7. first 16 measures of duet repeated 
8. aria for alto 22 measures C+ and a-, § meter 
repeated, followed by 26 measures; da capo 
9. bass solo 34 measures C+,~ meter; da capo to 
the beginning of the duet for the lst 16 measures 
10. duo 17 measures 
11. duo 38 measures 
G+, but concluding 
~ meter 
~ meter, 
with the 
C+ 
moving principally in 
last 7 measures in c~. 
Tepgo per infallibile, another comparatively long 
duet, for soprano and bass, in G+, is contained in 
volume X of the D.T.B. The duet opens with both voices 
in duo f~r 39 measures of andante mosso, followed by a 
con mote section of 24 measures, still in G+, although 
with frequently interspered c #'~, so that D+ is strongly 
suggested. A third section of 15 measures is marked 
allegro, involves the basso continuo as an active poly-
phonic voice, and moves suggestively through e-, D~, and 
b-. Sixteen measures (meno mossD of a new section 
follow, with a definite feeling of e-, and with more 
animated motion in 16th notes. A bass solo in duple 
time, marked moderato, enters for a short space of nine 
measures in A+; measure 10 of this solo begins 11 
measures of triple meter, marked allegro, followed by an 
interpolation of 3 measures in duple meter, marked 
moderato. The ~meter is resumed allegro and in D+for 
12 measures, interrupted for 5 measures by another 
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insertion o~ a duple meter, and the duet concludes with 
38 measures in an allegro tempo. The total length o~ 
this duet in 173 measures, and the cursory account o~ the 
mathematical proportions as given above would lead one 
II quite errone~sly to conclude that the general e~~ect 
might well be one o~ a kind o~ musical patchwork. 
Actually the dramatic e~fect o~ the short changes o~ 
meter, con~orming to the changes in mood is quite captivat-
.-J 
ing and exciting. Further, the rhythmic details, the 
interplay o~ the voices, the musical treatment of the parts 
with passages o~ static action in one voice a~motion in 
another, the' contrary movement o~ the voices, the 
suspensions, the polyphonic activity o~ the basso 
continuo at ~times, etc, all combine to achieve a 
marvelously expre~ve and musically interesting whole. 
Not all o~ the sectional duets contain solos for 
both voices. Some o~ them have an aria for one o~ the 
two voices only, and many of them contain no solo sections. 
The duet no. 8 in volume X of the D.T.B., Soldi marmi 
cha coprite, is an example o~ the single solo duet. It 
has a first section of 36 measures, a second section o~ 
38 measures, followed by a soprano recitative and aria 
o~ 41 measures. The duo them. resumes for a 21 measure 
section in a duple meter, and concludes with 27 measures 
of triple meter. Pria chio faccia, a duet for two 
sopranos in the key o~ A+, is a representative of this 
~irst group of duets, consists o~ 4 de~initely marked 
_., 
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, 
sections, but no solos. As an especially cohesive factor, 
the 4th section of this duet is a repetition of the 2nd 
section, but is set to different words. This particular 
feature, i.e., a repetition of a section to another verse, 
occurs fairly frequently. 
There are duets also conforming to a distinct three-
sectional form, which we hesitate to call three-part form 
because of the tta b a" connotation which the latter term 
bears. The structure here is a b c, sometimes with a da 
capo indication, sometimes concluding with only the one 
statement. We would include among these Che volete 
(D.T.B. vol. X, no. 5) which has a first section of 53 
measures, a second section of 25 measures, and a third 
section of 26 measures. 0 dolce catena, (see latter 
section of this paper), is typical of this medium sized 
duet also; it comprises three sections, a, b and c, 
with a da capo. In this category too, there are to be 
found modified three-sectional duets such as the ex-
ample contained among the complete Steffani duets in-
cluded in this thesis, namely Ahl che 1 'ho sempre detto, 
and Luci belle. The first of these is virtually a three-
part form, and here we use the term, three-part, with 
deliberate intent, inasmuch as the two principal sections 
together with the da capo which concludes approximately 
in the middle of the piece, con~tute such a three-part 
form, or the a b a plan. The "modification" consists of 
a 16 measure solo coming after the b section and before 
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the return to the beginning. In the duet, Luci belle, 
a very short composition, we find again a three-part 
fo~ in effect, the third part an almost exact repetition 
of the first part, and actually introducing only two 
extremely minor changes. The majority of the Steffani 
duets can be grouped in this 11middle-size" category .• 
There are some of the duets which simply'begin, 
proceed, and end without any internal.break in the flow 
of music, and are therefore perhaps to be designated in 
a class by themselves as the "short duets", or the 
"little du,etsrr. In our selection of duets con.tained 
herein we attempted to choose characteristic compo-
sitions from each group, and as an example of the small 
duet we refer to lfti,·· no, non voglio. In volume X of 
the D.T.B., Dolce labbro, comprising 79 measures, is 
also representative of this category. 
In attempting to arrive at some conclusion concern-
ing the structural formal characteristics of the chamber 
duets, we find that in this re?pect as well as in other 
features of his writing, Steffani was exceedingly 
diversified and varied. One thinks that one has examin-
ed enough of the duets to say quite categorically that 
there are three principal ~orms, only to find upon 
further exploration enough exceptions and modifications 
within the groups to make it quite impossible to list 
any features as irrevocably attached to examples of any 
one classification. Therefore the most definitive 
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·statement one can venture to make concerning the i'orm 61' 
these chamber duets is that, based on length and ,,structural 
design, they i'all into the three classii'ications mentioned on 
page 53; the lengthy multisectional duet, the shorter section-
al duet, the small duet, consisting oi' i'rom one .to three short 
sections. A variation on this last pattern are those duets 
which consist oi' two sections with a da capo. That Stei'i'ani 
approached each work with a i'resh spirit is apparent in the 
very diversity oi' i'ormal structure: he did not choose to cut 
each new duet according to the dimensions oi' any well-warn and 
accepted pattern. 
T.he content and expression oi' the duets is always more 
lyric than dramatic, no matter what i'orm is used. The voices 
do not portray two dii'i'erent and dei'inite persons, but each one 
rei'lects and interprets the same spirit and emotion expressed 
in the poetry. 
The Stei'i'ani duet, i'irst and foremost polyphonic in styl~ 
with only brief', occasional moments oi' a homophonic nature, 
are thus distinctly.dii'i'erent i'rom the predominantly homo-
phonic duets oi' Lully and his i'ollowers. T.hey also dii'i'er i'rcmn. 
. . . 
the intrinsically dialogistic duet oi' the Neapolitan school, 
which, according to Mattheson, consisted oi' small questiona ama 
smaller answers. 
Gharacterized by an entirely lyric spirit, by a texture 
essentially polyphonic, and by a i'orm agreeably variable, the 
Stei'i'ani duet represents the pinnacle oi' this medium, and 
Stei'i'ani_, as Nau:rnann says,1 the 11Grossmeister" oi' this genre. 
Naumann, Emil: Illustrierte Musikgeschichte. p. 540 
summary of stylistic features 
~ 
' \ 
r 
Stylistic reatures of the chamber duets 
1. The duets generally begin with one of the vocal parts; 
however the basso continuo occasionally opens the duet 
with a short introduction which often embodies a part 
of the melody. 
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2. The voices invariably enter in a f'ugal :manner, with imita= 
tion in the 4th, 5th, octave, or unison, gnd arter present-
ing the nsubject 11 proceed in a free counterpoint. Now and 
then at cadences_the voices come together briefly and move 
in suggestively homophonic manner. · 
3. The order of entrance of voices varies: sometimes the 
upper, sometimes the lower appearing first~ and there-
after alternating in regular fashion •. 
4. The entrance of the voices also varies in time space, som9-
times following each other after only two· or three baats, 
sometimes as far apart as thirteen to sixteen measures. 
5. The vertical spacing of the voices varies from unison and 
seconds to octaves and tenths. 
6. The rhythms of the- three parts are often extremely diver-
sified; frequently the rh)ybm. of the voice parts is ex-
pressed in diminution to heighten the tension. 
7. Imitation of voices is sometimes so exact as to deserve to 
be called a canon; sometimes modified by a change of note, 
a change of register, or by the interpolation of sever.al 
measures of rest before the imitation is completed in the 
second voice. 
8. The continuo appears sometimes as a real voice, sometimes 
as a doubling voice, at times it is merely attpedestaln 
bass, or supplies simply an accompanying part. 
9. The melodies vary in character from compact, rhythmic 
!1subjectstt, to long me'lliflunus lines. 
10. Melismatic passages occur, but primarily in the long, 
multisectional duets, and are then generally to be found 
intthe solo sections. 
11. Dissonances are both harmonic and melodic: the harmonic 
dissonances, 2nds and 7ths, resulting from suspensions; 
those dissonances that occur melodically,i.e. the aug-
mented 2nds and the augmented 4ths are rather infrequent; 
the occasional 9ths appear as the result of voice lead-
ing. All of the above are very adroitly approached and 
always very smoothly quitted. 
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1~.-ohromatia passages oaQur frequently, but in are-
strained and controlled manner. Steffani does not 
indulge in orgies of aacidentals. 
13. The form of the duets·varies from long, multisectional 
compositions to small, compact three-part duets, and 
the short one-part .form. 
14. The three~part duet expresses itself sometimes in an 
a b a form, somet~es in an a b with a da capo repeat 
for the entire duet, or a da capo repeat through ap-
proximately one-half of the duet 1 thus constituting 
an a b a form. 
15. The long, extended duets contain diversified sections 
with solos, and occasionally, recitatives, thus ex-
ternally resembling the cantata. These are in the 
minority. 
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16. The shorter duets generally express only one affective 
mood. 
Sterfanits influence on Handel 
62 
A disou~sion of Steffani's influence on Handel should 
perforce make an attempt to establish the very earliest as-
sociation of the two musicians. It would indeed be fortunate 
for posterity if the destiny of the world's great men were re-
vealed so early in their lives that an aecurate aceount Gf 
all aetivities, associations, and experiences having any bear-
ing on the shaping of their creative expression could be accu-
rately and faithfully recorded from the moment of their birth. 
It would be of particular interest to know more speoifiea11y 
wh~ Handel met Steffani, how often, under what circumstances, 
prim.al_\ily beeause the latter left so definite an 'imprint on 
Handel's chamber duets, and beeause HandG~~ who da~ed any 
extraneous musica~ inf'luanee as a rule, eonf'essed to a~t;de-
- -i 
.liberate attem~t to imitate S~efrani~ Here abe two figures 
on an 18th century stage, both ~~.who~ ~1~!. _important roles 
in the musieal drama of their day; the younger 1 in his im-
pressionabJ.e years,~st eQrta1.nJ.y have shared the general. 
admiration and esteem with Which contemporary musicians re• 
garded the oJ.der artist. Fischer • in the source ref' erred to 
1 
beJ.ow 1 informs us also that;. H~c!!el .la ropttt~d t.o have said 
aJ.so that Stef'fani was the onl~oi~ from whom h.c:l_ learn-
ed anything. · 
Precisely when and where and how often the two trave~se 
~ae scene together is more a matter of' conjecture than vert-
' J:-.Georg F1.s~hel': O)lern 1:1lld Oonoerte in Ha~over 
r 
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riable f~ct •. The veraeity of what is purported to be Handel's 
own account of the first meeting of the two men, ostensibly 
quoted verbat~ by Sir John Hawkins, has been challenged by 
historians, and the entire story has been repudiated by them 
because of the inaocuraey of dates. If we discard this re-
port completely there remain only spec~lation and eonjeoture 
as to the meetings until suoh a time when perhaps further in-
vestigation into Handel's young years in H~burg may reveal 
more definite information. 
It seems scarcely plausible that Hawkins would have in-
vented the scene quoted below. If we accept a part of it as 
an accurate statement, and attribute that part Which does not 
and eould n0t fit even into a supposition,to his apparently 
easy ability to muddle facts, the dilemma ef obronologieal 
discrepancies would be readily solved. The sequence of the 
still only assumed meetings of Handel and Steffan! in Italy 
would beeome more credible and historically aeceptable,_as 
would certainly Handel's succession to Steffani's position 
as Kapellmeister to the court in Hanover. 
:f" 
The account appearing in Hawkins is as follows: 
I'The reception which Handel met with Steffan! was 
such as made a lasting impression upon his ~nd. The 
following is the manner in which he related it to the 
author of this work: •••• •When I first arrived in Hanover 
I was a young man, under twenty; I was acquainted with 
the merits of Steffani, and he had heard of me. I under-
stood somewhat of music and', putting forth both his 
broad hams, and extending his fingers, ' could play 
pretty well on the organ; he received me with great kind-
ness, and took an early opportunity to introduce me to 
l:.,Sir John Hawkins:· A General History of the Science and 
Practice of Music, vol. 2, page 267. 
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the princess Sophia and the elector's son, giving them 
to under_stand that I was What he was pleased to o·all. a 
virtuoso in musio; he obliged me with instructions for 
my oonduet and behaviour during my residence in Hanover; 
and being called from the city to attend to matters of 
public eonoern, he left me in possession of that favour 
and patronage which he ~self had enjoyed for a series 
of yea:tt s.' t I-
The chronological inaaeuraey according to the generally 
aooepted criticism concerns what historians have felt is the 
astonishing mistake in Handel's age, which he gives as 'under 
twentyt. But we should like to suggest that it is precisely 
here that a wrong inference has been drawn by historians. Per-
haps Hawkins did not err at this point at all. We should like 
to suggest the probability that Handel ~ meet Steffani in 
Hanover around the year 1705 when he waa •under twenty', and 
that it was on a visit to~~, a journey he undertook from 
Hamburg for the express purpose of meeting one of the moat· 
i. 
illustrious composers of the time. That a young, eager, and 
ambitious musician suoh as Handel, interested in opera and 
engaged in playing in the opera orchestra in H~burg, already 
the composer of several operas b±mself, and certainly familiar 
with the fame and reputation of' Steff'ani as an opera composer, 
should make a journey to a relativel.y nearby eity in order to 
make the aoquaintanoe o:f so :famous a musician ajl Ste:ff'ani, :;.-..~ 
surely is a very 1ogieal assumption. Ste:ff'ani's operas had 
been brilliantly performed in Hamburg, and it is a~oat in-
evitable that a young, aspiring opera composer should make 
1. This theory is supported by Young. See pages 11 and 12 
in his Handel. 
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an effort to meet an eminent composer in this dame field. 
If we accept this hypothetieal but mo~t reasonable journey 
aa having actually taken place, then Hawkins' account for 
the moat part is correct, and the first inaccuracy of dates 
is neatly resolved. There still remains however, a mistake 
in the report, which reside~ in the la~t statement, namely 
that Handel stayed on in H~nover at tbia time, i.e. approxi-
mately 17051 to a$SUMe the position of Kapel1meister. This 
is se patently wrong in the light of the known dates of 
Randel's visit to Italy, that there ia no question of Haw-
kina' error here. He may have Simply abridged the interview 
with Handel, omitted ~ome important intervening explanations 
between the first and last st~tement4. An acceptance of the 
foregoing explanation of the Hawkins' Qecount, i.o. a belief 
in the validity of all but the la~t atat~m&nt, would not o~y 
~olv~ th~ dilemma but wonld ~xplain in a credible manner the 
~arly traces of 8teffaniOs imprint on the youthful composi-
tions of H~ndel. Hugo L~iehtentritt, in his biography of 
i 
the latter, ~tatea his belief that H~ndel 1 a composition was 
already influenced by steff'ani while the younger musician 
was still in Hamburg, &lthough ha does not speou1ate on a 
meeting between the two at that tima, as we have suggested. 
' According to Leiehtentritt, the chamber d1!l.et, ~.!!! ~-
~ reSE;1 1 was written while H:mdel was still in Hamburg 
instead of later in Italy as Cbryadander affirms. Leiehten~ 
J:)iuge> Leiohtentritt: Hllndel 
tritt~oints out, too, that Handel was obviously imitating 
Ste££ani techniques in the duet, Schaut, ~ein Jesus ist 
Rosen ;ugleichen, £rom the Passion according t£ st. John, 
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in the way that the two solo voices compete with each other, 
imitate each other, in the crossing o£ voices, in the fugal 
sections, et cetera. Certainly these are all £amiliar de-
vic~s of Steffani, and whether one subscribes to the hypo-
thesis that Handel met Stef£ani as early as 1705 or not, 
the evidence of the latterts influence is already apparero 
in this early work. 
There is disagreement among biographers as to exactly 
when Handel left Hamburg, the date being variously placed 
as the years 1706 and 1707. However, for our purpose at 
this point of presenting the generally accepted time and 
place o£ what is assumed to have been the first meeting of 
the two musicians, we shall omit all discussion of the eti~Y 
part of Handelts Italian journeys and proceed to the year 
1709, when Handel was in Rome for a second visit. At this 
time he was introduced to the most elegant and elevated musi-
cal circles of the city, of which Prince de Ruspoli and tm 
Cardinal Pietro ·were the unchallenged and inde£atigable 
leaders. Both of these distinguished gentlemen became firm 
admirers and patrons of Handel during his stay in Rome,and 
both of course, were long acquainted with Steffani. Since 
October 1708 Steffani had been in Rome on an official mission 
and was both a regular attendant of and a frequent partici-
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~· pant in the musical soirees held at the palace of the Cardi-
nal. That the Cardinal, impressed as he was with Handel's 
musical abilities, extended to h~ an inviation to his 
musicales is surely a probability, and that.he may have de-
liberately arranged that Handel and Steffani meet is a possi-
bility as well. It would have been a ·1u.ost logical circumst .. e 
that the Cardinal introduce his eminent guest from North Ger-
many to a young North Gerlll9.n musician who showed such promise.· 
Steffani stayed in Rome until in June 1709, and it seems al-
together reasonable to conclude that he and Handel ~t more 
than once at the Cardinal's musical evenings. Historians 
also assume that the two met again in Venice in the fall of 
that year. The Elector George of Hanover had placed his 
palace there at the disposal of Steffani during the ~tter•s 
stay in Venice. Prince Ernst of Hanover, the Elector's 
younger brother, who was also in Venice at this time, wit-
nessed all of the twenty-seven perforlll9.nees of Handel's op-
era ,Agrippina, which was being performed there during the 
carnival season. Again, it seems most reasonable to conclude 
that the acquaintance of Steffani and Handel was furthered 
here in Venice. Baron Kielmannsegge, another great admirer 
of both Handel and Steffani, whose friendahip with Handel 
was of such great importance in the latter's relations with 
the Elector in his subsequent role as King George 1 of Eng-
land, was present in Venice too. Naumann, in his discussion 
r 
1 
of Handel asserts that the three of them, Steffani, Handel, 
and Kielmannsegge travelled back to Hanover from Venice. To 
a:: 
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this we add the information proffered by Fischer that Steffani 
and Kielmannsegge at this time persuaded Handel to accept the 
position of Kapellmeister at the court in Hanover, which the 
recommendation of Steffani would unequivocally assure him. It 
is also suggested by Fischer that Baron Kielmannsegge, acting 
either on foreknowledge or a happy guess, tempted Handel by 
persuading him that this would be the best way to make his way 
and fortune in England. In any case, Handel allowed himself 
to be persuaded, and we cannot believe that the decision was 
a very difficult one for him. Steffani was returning to 
Hanover as Apostolic Vicar, and to succeed so brilliant and 
famous a musician was certainly flattering. T.here may have 
operated in Handel's decision too the quite forgivable wiah 
to show to Mattheson and Keiser in Hamburg, with whom he had 
had earlier professional quarre~s, that he was able to secure 
such a desirable post. Perhaps Handel accepted the invitation 
prompted by his uncanny gift for seizi~ the right opportun-
ity When it presented itself. In 1710 Handel presented bimsaf 
at the Court of the Elector George in Hanover with the appoint-
ment of Kape11meister to succeed Steffani. 
It seems quite inexplicable that Handel after securing 
what was certainly for the time a desirable and admirable poSt 
should have applied almost immediately for a leave of absence, 
and equally strange that he should have been granted one. It 
1~ Emil Nruunann:Illustrierte Musikgeschichte , page 389 
2~~eorg Fischer:Opern und Concerte in Hannover 
is possible, however, that he made this request a condition 
o~ his acceptance o~ the position in Hanover. The British 
ambassador to the Venetian Court, the Duke o~ Manchester, had 
been greatly impressed with the opera Agrippina, and had urged 
Handel to visit England. In any ease, a~ter only a ~ew weeks 
in Hanover, Handel le~t ~or London where he remained ~or six 
months. On his return to Germany, to his position in Hanovei; 
he wrote most o~ the chamber duets,which have been so ~requent-
. +¥Vo ly eompared to those o~ Ster~ani. Thirteen or the entire twenty~ 
are to be ~ound printed in volume 32 of the Hindel-Gesellsch~t 
edition o~ his complete works. 
There is disagreement among scholars as to the exact number 
Of· duets written at the Hanoverian Court. It is a subject that 
concerns us only insofar as Stef~ani's i~uence may have ex-
erted itself on Randel's style at this time and in this kind of 
composition. Mainwari~~reports that twelve of the duets were 
written here; Leichtentritt asserts that thirteen come from this 
period; Ghrysande~claims that only ten were written at this 
time. The latter bases his conviction on the existence of 
Randel's own personal copy o~ ten duets and two trios which 
were written ror the use o~ his royal pupil, the Princess Caro-
line, in Hanover. Leichtentritt believes that in addition to 
these same ten, the first three bear so indubitablV the in-
fluence o~ Steffani and seem in such direct ~tation of the 
latter's duets, that by inference they must belong to this psr-
iod. Mainwaring, who represents the biographer closer to Handel 
J::~Sir John Mainwaring: Memoirs in the Life or the Late George 
Frederic Handel 
2..Friedrich Ghrysander: ltH.ndel. Volume 1 
r 
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in time than any other, writes: 
~The Duettos and Terzettos were made at different 
times. Those which he made abroad having never been 
printed, ~e in very few hands and but little known. 
As they are of a character somewhat different from his 
latter compositions of the same kind, and in some re-
spects superior to them they deserve particular notice. 
They were c_omposed in the vigour of his faculties, not 
for the theater, but for the closet. Nothing was to 
be sacrificed to the rude, undiscerning ear of the 
multitude, nor were .invention and harmony to be given 
up for the poor purchase of an encore. The author had 
coi'l'-"'Y himself to please, or scholars formed by himself: 
and let anyone judge whether his compositions were not 
like~y to be better for such e~cumstgnces • 
•• • • soon after his return to Hanover he made twelve 
chamber duets for the P1~ctice of the late QUeen, · 
then electoral Princess.~ 
We might add here that Chrysander supports his theory by the 
fact that two of the autograph duets were written on Italian 
manuscript paper, and he deduced from this that they must 
have been written in Italy. Whether they were or not, these 
first two, Gill n~i Tartarei regni, and Caro autor di mio 
doglia seem technically very youthful works, i.e. quite clumsi-
ly and ineptly written, but obviously in an attempt to imiilate 
Steffani. Of the second, there are three versions: one exist-
ing in the above mentioned Italian MS, and which, if Cbrysander 
i~ correct, was written before 1710; a second setting written 
in Hanover; a third version known to have been written in 
England around 1740. 
Because the Mainwaring biography is generally unavailable, 
and obtainable only inresearch libraries, I should like to 
quote several other passages from it, in order to present a 
1. Sir Jobn Mainwari~: Memoirs in the Life of the late 
George George Frederick Handel 
.. -, 
. 7l. 
contemporary eritieal account of the duets, and to Show 
that even in his day the Handel duets were being compared 
to those of Steffani. That there had been other composers 
in this form has already been mentioned; the very fact that 
no other comparisons are made would in itself indicate that 
there was a significant relationship between the works of 
these two men in this field. 
\lit is as ;hard to characterize these (the duets), as 
.the other parts of Handel's works. Though they· may 
be said to comprehend most styles, yet the manly and 
the nervous prevail upon the whole. Indeed, in some 
of them there is a sweetness and delicacy of modula-
tion not inferior to that of the amiable Steffani; 
as in many there is a spirit and majesty to which he 
appears to have been a stranger..._ tr--
.,~ •• As _examples of a spirited and beautiful manner un-
known to the calm and easy Ste~fani, I shall mention, 
among many others, 11 0he voi pensandou and nTacetett.' 
. ' . 
trThe duetto beginning .A:mmiravi in sono intento is a 
-beautiful example of a style truly vo~al, an~ much 
resembling that of Steffani._ll~ 
Be.fore we leave Mainwaring t s remarks on the Handel duets, 
we should like to quote the following passages, Which seem to 
us to be quite valid criticisms: 
l'f-To speak the plain truth, Handel was not so e.:x:eellent 
in Air, where there is no strong character to mark, or 
passion to express. He had not the art, for which the 
Italians have ever been remarkable, the art of trifling 
with grace and with delicacy. His turn was for great-
er things •••• ~. u 
n : •••• the mariJ.y cast of Handam r s :mind often led him into 
-a kind of melody ill suited to the voice ••• purely instru-
mental passages. Yet so admirable is the contrivance 
and so beautiful the modulation in some of these pieces, 
where this deviation is most conspieuous •••• that the 
critic will be sorry to execute his office.n 
r 
In connection with this last criticism, namely the 
reference to the instrumental passages frequently found in 
·the duets, Mainwaring points out that the J.ast section o:f 
the duet Sono J.iete was later used by Hande~, with some 
alteration, in the overture to Judas Maccabaeus. We :f~d 
ourseJ.ves in agreement with this criticism, and the musical. 
quouations that :follow will illustrate some passages Which 
seem more instrumental than vocal. 
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Ste:f:fan:tts :inf'J.uence on Handel's writing in this genre 
:is reflected not only in the generaJ. styJ.e of' the duets and 
in technicaJ. detaiJ.s, but first of all in the very :fact that 
Handel wrote in this medium at all. The duet was no longer 
so Widely practiced, either by composers as a kind of' composi-
tion, or by performers. Its short day had passed, although 
as a matter of' fact, the duet as a :form o:f vocal art, had 
never attained the widespread popularity of the madrigal, :for 
example. However, here at the Court in Hanover J.argely be-
cause of Stef:fanits productivity in this field and his ex-
quisite creations, the duet continued to be a popular kind 
o:f chamber mu.sie :fostered by the 1nectorts :famiJ.y. The roy-
aJ.. pupiJ..s, the Princesses Caroline and Sophie, may have urged 
Handel to write for their own performance; perhaps HandeJ.. 
wanted to prove that his musieaJ.. abilities were no smaller 
than those of' his iJ..lustrious predecessor. There remains 
also the obvious reason, namely that Handel was interested 
in the :form :for its own mu.sica·l sake. In· any case, he set 
r 
out deliberately to attempt to imitate Steffani* with the 
result that most of the chamber duets were written here in 
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Hanover, performed by his royal pupils to their great delight, 
and certainly listened to with a tremendous measure of grati-
fication by their source of inspiration, Steffani. 
The structural form of the Handel duet is generally very 
like that of the later Steffani duets; namely a.two or three 
sectional piece without recitative .or solo passages of any 
great extent, and with an occasional da capo indication. Of 
the number Which presumably come from the Hanoverian period, 
only number 5 in the Handel-Gesellschaft edition, V~, speme 
infida pur, resembles the Steffani earlier multi-seot~onal 
form, consisting, as it does, of five distinct sections ~d 
containing a very short recitative passage of four me~sures. 
Most of the duets begin immediately with the voices and have 
no instrumental introduction. Of the thirteen duets we ex-
amined in the Gesellschaft edition, the ~one listed therein 
as number 6,...!.._mirarvi !£. !!2!!.. intento, has a two measure 
introduction which presents very subtly in another rhythm 
the opening phrase of the soprano voice. This is a device 
which Steff ani frequently employs; as an eximrple we refer 
to the opening bars of the Steffani duet, 0 dolce catena. 
The Handel example is included in the section of musical 
quetations which follows this text. However, as a rule, there 
is no instrumental introduction. The duets were originally 
. . 
written with a figured bass, which, just as in the Steffani 
.I 
duets, is treated as an accompaniment, or as a real third 
voice. In the Handel duets which we have examined, we find 
the continuo treated however, more frequently as simply an 
accompaniment • In the Gesellseha.t't edition these figured 
-~a$ses have been realized by Brahms, Joachim, and Julius 
Spengel. 
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The intrinsic musical character of the Handel duets is 
indeed very like that of the Steffan! duets; in substance they 
are musical dialogues between two voices which vary their de-
Vices and practices; now imitating each other; now interweav-
ing, crossing, changing direction, one expressing a quick,run-
ning rhythm while the other sings in longer, more sustained 
notes, occasionally meeting in a suggestively homophonic man-
ner, but for the most part expressing themselves in a contra-
puntal style, in well-worked out fugal passages or in shorter 
snatches of canonic imitation, either real or tonal. Each 
voice is completely autonomous, never finding itself subser-
vient to the other. Thus the musical fabric resembles very 
closely that of the Steffani compositions. 
The compositional details are quite in the Steffani style, 
with differences in quantity and fre~uency of employment of 
the various device~ distinguishing the two composers. As we 
have already mentioned, the thorough b~ss as a real voice is 
found more frequently with Steff ani. Suspensions and anticipa-
tions were used by Handel as part of the contrapuntal treat-
ment of the voices, but appear less frequently in his duets 
cq 
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than in Steffanits. Dissonances occur as the natural result 
of voice leading, and are approached and quitted in the smooth-
est kind of writing, suggesting Steffanits polished perfection 
in this detail. The voices enter, as they do in the Steffani 
duets, with the same kind of f'ugal effect and imitation, but 
in Handel the fugal treatment is more often based on tonal imi ta-
tion than real. Handel's treatment of voice entrances again is 
that of' his models: the voices alternate entrances with complete 
impartiality, as they naturally should in such polyphonic writ-
ing. Contrast between sections is achieved by key and mood, as 
well as by a change in the metric scheme. Melismatic passages 
occur in the Handel duets too, but these occasionally seem more 
·suited to instruments than to the voice. It seems to us that 
Handel's vocal style is therefore sometimes less smooth and flow-
ing .than Stef'f'ani•s. The voices are occasionally called upon to 
engage in leaps of a ninth, for example, a most unhappy skip 
i·. f'or any voice. Romain Rolland in his biography of' Handel says 
'fWhen Handel returned to Hanover f'rom England he again attempted 
to write like Stef'f'ani, but his works did not come up to their 
model.s. 1t 1 AlthoUgh: there are moments of' unsurpassed melodic 
beauty in the duets, we are inclined to agree that, at least in 
those written here in Hanover, the pupil does not come up to tme 
master. Handel, like Steff'ani, uses small rhythmic motives as 
well as long, flowing lyric passages; those melodies expressed 
in long note values are perhaps conceived on broader and more 
spacious lines than those of Stef'f'ani, and deserve the rather 
l.·.Romain Rolland: Handel 
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jocund quip of Cbrysanderts that although Handel followed in 
Steffanits footsteps he left larger imprints because his feet 
were bigger. 
Handel duets, like those of his predecessor in Hanover, 
represent a happy union of lyricism and strict counterpoint; 
beautiful, bnnad melodies expressed either in well worked out 
fugal passages, or appearing in simpler structure, sometimes 
vigorously contesting with each other and then terminating 
their rivalry by passages in which they combine in happy and 
unrut.fled company. In the more serious, more melancholy paris, 
such devices as small, sighing phrases are uttered in turn by 
the two voices, Short expressions of despair broken off by a 
spirit too heavy to carry a more sustained ~lody. These 
same short melodic phrases, by the simple expedient of being 
invested with a quicker rhythm. and faster tempo~ appear also 
like an exchange of impertinent sallies between the two voices, 
with a lightness and capriciousness which again, both in spirit 
ind by device reflect the kind of passages one finds over and 
over again in the Steffani duets. 
The following excerpts taken from those duets contained 
in the Gesellschaft edition of Handel's works will demonstrate 
the simiiarity of both techniques and texture of the composi-
tions of these two mwn. By tilrning to the Steffani examples 
quoted in the chapter on Technical features (2lff), andre-
ferring also to the complete Steffan! duo~§ appearing at the 
r 
~. 
end o£ this thes~s, the impr~t o£ the one composer on the 
other is eas~ly apparent. 
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One further s~gni£ieant relationsh~p: both composers 
(Handel exclusively) used verses written by Ste£fanits great 
friend, compatriot, and colleague at the Hanoverian Qourt, 
Ortensio Mauro, as texts £or their duets. 
Quotations from t~Handel duets 
The excerpts which follow are. taken from the complete 
• • duets as found in the Handel-Gesellscha£t edition of the com-
plate works, volume 32. 
The £irst example, £rom ~ liete fortunate, presum-
ably the first·duet written in Hanover, is constructed on a 
very Steffani-llke subject, with the second voice entering in 
f'ugal f'ashion at the interval o:f a :fifth. The second part of 
the subject as expressed in the soprano voice at b represents 
an extension o:f the alto phrase at 2.• The arrangement of tle 
voices is such that a series of very effective dissonances 
occurs, indicated by the connecting red lines. These brief 
clashes of sevenths and s econds are fami.liar technical de-
vices :found repeatedly in the Steffani duets. ( see ex-
amples on pp.40, 42, god th~ re£erences quoted at the top of 
page 73 :for specif~e ~nstances. These dissonances occur so 
frequently ~ Steff ani tha. t they are too numerous to list.) 
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The excerpt below from the second section of Sono 
-
1iete fortunate represents a spacious, broad melody tra-
versing a wid~ range. The ansering voice requires a change 
of register in order to complete its statenent, a vocal d~~ 
vice connnon to similar situations in the Steff'ani duets. 
(see example page 27) The imitation concludes at the end of 
the phrase in a beautiful union of thirds. 
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A· mirarvi which follows, is an example oi' one oi' 
the very i'ew Handel duets with an instrumental introduc-
tion, as well as being one o:f the rare ones in which the 
continuo exists as a third vo;i.ce. Chrysander says that 
80 
even to Handel t s contemporaries this was a beauti:f'ul ex-
ample oi' a real vocal style, aJ.lied to the Ste:f'i'ani duets. 
The means and the art are undeniably like the latter .• Note 
the similarity o:f' technique in the introduction to Ste:f':f'anits 
Q_dolce catena, the second o:f the complete duets contained 
herein. 
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The kind of light, impertinent nmsieal sallyjbe-
tween the two voices expressed in short rhythnde motives 
illustrated below, with sueh eharming and impudent mimi.-
ery is very common in the Ste:frani duets. 
Similar passages are to be round on pages 36 and 
37 o:f the text, on page 2 o:f the duet, Ribe11atev1,on 
page 3 o:f Quanto care al~, and pages 2 and 6 o:f the 
duet .AhJ ehe 1tho sempre detto. 
The quotation which :follows is also :from! mirarvi. 
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As another example of the affinity of spirit as 
well as technique we refer to the example below from 
Langue geme and invite its comparison with the quota-
tion from M•hai ~a piangere found on pages 28 and 29. 
Note particularl'y the motive of the falling minor 
second, and the melody of the alto voice on page 29. 
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The genial beginning o~ the ~ollowing opening 
section o~ Troppo cruda ~s very reminiscent o~ many 
o~ the Ste~£ani melodic lines; several wide intervals 
~ollowed by conjunct motion. Note resemblance o~ tech-
nique and spirit between this and Ribellatevi (p.l05£~) 
amd the second page or Luci belle (p.98ff) 
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The following quotation is from the third section of 
Troppo cruda and illustrative of a fugal passage. This one 
however, suf'fers a slight aberration in the fourth bar, where 
the answer becomes tonal instead of real. The techniques re-
semble those used in innumerable steffani duets, both as far 
as the counterpoint is concerned and the metric end rhythmic 
patterns. See page Sff of the Steffani duet, gnanto care, 
as well as the exmnples on pages 29 1 35, 42, and 46. 
• • 
I 
' I I ' . 
. ... " . 
We cannot forbear adding the follow~g quotation from 
the Handel autograph, although it is quite irrel.evant to our 
discussion. The original. MS, quite illegible, and blotted 
with ink bears this remark: 
"Dieses 1st so verwirrt gesohrieben, wie meiD Kopf 
1st, habe niehm.anden is abzusohre:iben verdamm.en wolle." 
(This is just as mixed-up as my head, did'nt wish to 
condemn anyone el.se to copy it.) 
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The exeerpts be~ow .from ~ speme in.t'ida pur i~lus-
tz1ate again the polyphonic nature_ of the duets, the .fuga~ 
beginning .followed by passages of .free counterpoint. Note 
that the phrase at d is not in exact repetition of that at 
~· Although Stef'f'ani is flexib~e when the requirements of' 
voice ~eading demand a ~ree treatment, nevertheless the 
per.fection of his counterpoint and his mastery over it is 
such that Hande~ could imitate but not exceed the smooth-
ness of' his writing. 
p.-
The first quotation is from the opening section of' 
the duet. 
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The second part of the aforementioned duet consists 
of the broad, expansive subject in the example which follows. 
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The following passage from the third section of the 
same duet, the sustained conjunct motion against a kind of 
undulating rhytbndc figure in the other voice again repre 
sents a common Steff ani feature.-· C See pages 11- and 12 of 
-
the duet Q;uanto care al cor) 
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The £irst quotation below, £rom ~ vai pensando, 
represents one o£ the more instrumental passages found 
frequently in the Randel duets. The leap of a ninth is 
very awkward. 
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The following passage ndght easily h§Ve been taken 
directly from Ste££ani, so much does it resemble his writing. 
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The example ~ediately prece~ing exhibits in its 
few short measures many of the stylistic features found 
in Steff'ani.. The step-wise moti.on with its final octave 
leap can be seen in Liberta$·page·2. On page 5 of the 
same duet, again the same eonjunet motion ending with a 
l.eap, aild on page 9 occurs the octave leap again ~ a bold 
skip of whien Stef'f'ani was very fond. 
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The examples o~ pages 37 and 38 demonstrate the close 
rhythmic entrances ef the voices, and the practice of' susr-
pensions alternating between the voiees, found here ill the 
quotation from Handel, is to be met with ext~nsively in 
the Stef'fani duets. For instances of the l.atter we refer 
to page 1 of' Quanto care. al ~,l page 5 of .Q. dolce catena, 
and the second exampl.e on page 47. 
Note the exceedingly beautiful melodic outline 
of the following passage, the filled in interval or a 
seventh followed by conjunct motion, and b'eginning with 
the third bar, the short chromatic figure. The answer-
ing seventh of the first bar does not come until ! , the 
Voice filling in an octave at b instead of repeating the 
first measure exactly. Note also that the passage at c 
is a development of the material in the sixth measure. 
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The preceding illustrations, snatched out of 
their context without the benefit of being able here 
to restore them for purposes of examining the whole, 
can at best indicate only a similarity of technique in 
composition, the employment of the same kind of devices, 
and in a limited way, ahow the amazing kinship and spirit-
ual a£finity that exista between the duets of Steffani and 
Handel. We regret that more extensive and inclusive quota-
tion was impossible 1 and that these few examples cannot 
reveal more fully the great beauty of the Handel duets. 
Steffani must indeed have been very gratif!ed and proud 
to have inspired with such magnificent ~mpositions the 
further lineage of the chamber duet. 
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Oatalog of duets 
\ 
:, 
1. Aht ehe 1tho sempre detto 
2a. Aure voi ~he vo1ete 
2b. Aure voi ehe vo1ete 
3a. Beg1' oco~ oh Dio non piu 
3b. Beg1t occ~ oh Dio non piu 
4a. Cangia, eangia pensier, mio cor 
4-b. Cangia, cangia pensier, mio cor 
~ 5. Che sara 
6. Che vo1ete 0 crude pene 
D.T.B. vo1. X 
1. Cruda Li11a ehe ti fece questo cor 
8. Cru.do amor morir Dllt sento 
9. Dimmi, dinn:irl. Cupido 
.. 
10. Dir che giovi a1 mal dtamore 
11. 
12. 
' Dite 1a verita 
.... Dolce e per voi soffrire 
D.T.B. vol. X 
Dolce 1abbro amabil bocca 
D.T.B. vol. X 
' ' E cosi mi compatite 
' ' 15a. E perche non mtuccidete 
' ' 15b. E perehe non mtuocidete 
' ' 16. E spento 1tardore ehti1 sen mtinfiammo 
17. Forma un mare 
18. ·Fulminate 
19. Gelosia che vuoi da me 
D.T.B. vo1. X 
20a. Gelasia che vuoi, che vuoi da me 
20b. Gelasia, Gelasia 
sop.-ten. g 
alt.-bar. d 
aJ.t.-bass a 
sop.-a1t. d 
sop.-alt. e 
sop.-sop. G 
sop.-sop. G 
sop.-sop. A 
sop.-alt. e 
sop.-ten. d 
sop.-a1t. e 
sop.-bass d 
sop.-bar. F 
sop.-ten. A 
sop.-alt. D 
sop.-ten. a 
sop •. -ten. e 
sop •. -ten. g 
sop.-bass D 
sop.-ten. c 
sop.-bass G 
sop.-ten. e 
sop.-bar. g 
sop.-bar. g 
' ' 21. Gia tu parti io che faro ? 
D.T.B. vol. X 
22. Ho scherzato 
' 23. Il mi.o seno e un mar di pane 
26. 
27. 
28. 
In rumor chi vuol godere 
Inquieto mio cor 
D.T.B. vol. X 
Io mi. parte 
Io mi ride 
Io voglio provar 
Labbri belli di~e un po 
La fortuna su la ruota 
' Libert a 
Libert~ 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34-. 
Lilla mia non vuoi ch t io . pianga 
Lontanza crudel 
D.T.B. vol. X 
35. Luci belle non tanta fretta 
36a. Lungi dall' idol mio 
D.T.B. vol. X 
36b. Lungi dall' idol mi.o 
37a. M'hai da piangere 
D.T.B. vol. X 
38.Mia speranza illanguidita 
39. M'ingannasti fanc~ullo bendato 
4-0. Mi voglio far intendere al tribunal 
41. Navicella ehe tten vei orgogliosa 
l.J-2. Nel tempo cht rumai ne notte ne di 
' 43. No, no, no, mai nol diro 
sop.-alt. a 
sop.-sop. A 
sop.-ten. B flat 
sop.-bass a 
sop.-alt. d 
sop.ten. e 
sop.-alt. D 
sop.-ten. G 
sop.-bass d 
sop.-bar. c 
sop.-alt. D 
sop.-alt• A 
sop.-bass g 
sop.-sop. g 
sop.-bass F 
sop.-alt. e 
sop.-alt. a 
sop.-alt. D 
sop.-bass d 
sop.-bass G 
alt.-ten. A 
sop • ...:.ten. g 
sop.-bass a 
alt.-ten. g 
r 
44. No, non voglio se devo amare 
45. Non so chi mi piago 
46. Non te lo dissi o core 
47. Non ve ne state a ridere 
48. Non voglio· 
49a. Occhi belli non piu 
49b. Occhi belli non pitt 
5oa. Occhi perehe piangete 
D.T.B. vol X : Sehering , Beispielen 
50b. Occhi perche piangete 
51. Ohl ehe voi direste bene 
Parlo, e ~ido eon questo 
53. 
54. 
' Piu non am.o 
Placidissime catene 
D.T.B. voL X 
55. Porto l•alma incenerita 
56. Porto nei lumi un mare 
57a. Pria ch 1io faccia altrui palese 
D.T.B. Vol. X 
57b. Pria chtio faccia altrui palese 
' 58. Quando mai verra quel di 
59. Quando ti stringo o eara 
6oa. Quanto care al cor voi siete 
60b. Qu.anto care al cor voi siete 
' 61. Questa e l'ultima 
62. Qu.esto fior ch•involo al prato 
63. Ravvediti, r~vvediti 
64. Ribellatevi 
!JS_ ·!_ 
alt.-ten. B flat 
sop.-alt. B flat 
sop.-bar. d 
sop.-ten. D 
·sop.-bass. D 
sop.-ten. D 
sop.-ten. D 
sop.-alt. a 
sop.-alt. e 
sop.-bass D 
sop.-aop. 0 
sop.-bass C 
sop.-alt. D 
sop.-alt. a 
sop.-aop. c 
sop.-sop. A 
sop.-sop. a 
sop.-ten. g 
sop.-alt. a 
sop.-sop. d 
sop.-sop. d 
sop.-bass a 
sop.-ten. F 
sop.-sop. g 
sop.-sop. · G 
65a. Rio destin che a tutte 1tore 
D.T.B. vol.X 
659~ Rio destin che a tutte l•ore 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
Saldi marmi ehe coprite 
D.T.B. vol. X 
Sia maledetto rumor 
Siete·il piti bizzarro rumore 
Sol neglt occhi del mio bene 
' . . Su f'erisci 
71a. Tengo per infallible bella clori 
D.T.B. vol. X 
71b. Tengo per infallibile bella clori 
72. Tiemmi il cor 
sop.-alt. d 
sop.-sop. B r1at 
alt.-bar. d 
sop.-bass F 
sop.-alt. g 
sop .• =sop. G 
sop.-bass G 
sop.-bass G 
sop.-ten. c 
73a. Torna a dar irta al core sop~-bass d 
73b. Torna a dar irta al core alto-bar. a 
' 74a. Troppo cruda e la mia sorte sop.-mezzo sop. r 
D.T.B. vol. X; Riemann, Beispielen 
' 74b. Troppo e cruda sop.-alt. r 
15. Tu mtaspettasti sop.-ten. A 
76. Turbini tempestosi 
77. 
., 
Vo dicendo al mio pensiero 
78. Voi ve ne pentirete 
79a. Vorrei dire 
79b. Vorrei dire 
80. Corri all'armi 
(Scherzi a 2 voci con istrumenti) 
81. Dtun f'aggio all'ombra assiso 
82. Fuggi, da questo seno 
83. Senti Filli spietata 
sop.-alt. d 
sop.-ten. 
alt.-ten. D 
sop.-ten. a 
sop.-ten. a 
sop.-alt B f'lat 
sop.-bass B f'lat 
sop.-ten. F 
sop.-bass G 
r 
84. S•intimi guerra sop.-bass G 
85. Stille degl•occhi amare sop.-bass d 
The foregoing catalog of duets, excepting one title; 
is also to be found in volume X of the DenkmHler der Ton-
--
kunst ~ Bayern series, the ~atter indicated herein as 
D.T.B. The one'title not included in this publication is 
Forma "E!:£ ~ (no .17), contained in Hawkins t A General Histo-
ry of the Science and Practice of Music, volume 2 •. In addi-
tion to the list of duets, volume X of the D.T .B. also~'con­
tains a comprehensive and voluminous listing of the various 
European and EngliSh libraries and muse~ containing copies 
of these duets• It seemed unnecessary and unfeasible to 
dupliea.te here this list of specifie sources for each duet; 
1the sources in general are to be found on pages v tt~'- ·'::~-~+· 
Those duets_~vailable in print are so indicated in this 
list by the source reference appearing immediately below their 
title. 
Capital letters have been used to indicate the maj~r keyfi 
and small letters to denote minor keys. 
The supplementary list below is that of additional duets 
included in the Einstein MSS, and not found in secondary sour~s. 
' Bel pie da velluto 
Deggio al nuovo desire 
D•un oechio chte nero 
Forma a dar vita al cor 
Liberta (third version) 
Mein Vergnftgen heisst mich sterben 
Sem.pre dorme 
Stringa l'alma i cori annodi 
Seven Steffani duets 
Luci belle 
0 dolee eaten 
No, no, non voglio se devo amore 
Ribel.l.atevi 
Q,uanto care al cor 
' Libert a 
Ah1 che 1•ho sempre detto 
I 
~ 
e 
Luci belle 
for soprano and bass F major 
In Luci bell~we find a short, gay, and utterly charm-
ing duet, quite different in structure from many or the 
others. It is clearly a three-part form, with the third 
section virtually a da capo, and differing as slightly and 
inconsequentially that one wonders why Steffani made the two 
insignificant changes which required a writing out of the 
entire last section. The two small changes are indicated at 
~and bJ the notes d, f, c, and being substituted in there-
peat for the·a, b-natural, and e of the first part ( see 
measures 13 . and 14) • At letter .h the only difference is the 
final in the melody, which in this part has been changed to 
c instead of e, as in the first part ( measure 25)o This 
willingness to write out an entire section for the sake of 
these extremely minor alterations reveals a meticulous ex-
actness and uncompromising quality in Steffani, to which 
perhaps in part can be attributed the inevitable perfection 
of his polyphony. 
The duet is in F major, and begins immediately with no 
introduction, with a spprano entrance comprising 13 measures. 
The bass repeats this at the interval of a 5th, almost ex-
actly, differing only in an octave jump at the cadence in 
measures 23 and 24. Short imitative snatches initiated by 
the bass at ~and repeated by the soprano at~ are very 
characterist~c of Steffani's technique of alternating the 
98 
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imitative voice. 
The second section changes from the 3/8 meter of the 
preceding part to 3/4, and is evidently intende~ to be 
taken at a somewhat more sober pace. It opens with a so-
prano figure outlining the F major traid. In the 15th meas-
ure of this middle part, balancing nicely the entrances at 
the beginning of the duet which were 14 measures apart, the 
bass enters in the octave. A,slight ~tretto appears, with 
the soprano diligently purs~ing the bass for a short distance 
with the same melody , beginning at measure 15. 
At letter ~&ftd the bass leaps a 7th,~ quite frequent 
skip with Steffani. The two voices at .f. repeat the F major 
chord figure and the subsequent melodic line, this tmme in 
close canonic imitation, the bass following the soprano after 
only three beats. 
This middle section is in a miniature three-part form. 
What was referred to as in effect a da capo section, begins 
ip the last system on page 4, returning again to the 3/8 me-
ter of the first part. It is interesting to note how Steffani 
has telescoped the two section, another characteristic fea-
ture of the cadences within a duet; a very neat technique in 
which the last note of a preceding section becomes either the 
first note of the following one, or the first beat of the 
opening measure of the succeeding part. An exceedingly smooth 
joint is thus achieved. 
Although this, in length, constitutes one of the short-
er duets, we find it structurally a miniature gem, unfied 
and·yet diversified with its three-part middel section. 
It is altogether charming, the music gay, impertinent and 
flirtatious, and one wishes that its recipient could some-
how be identified. 
Luc1 belle non tanta fretta 
se volete ferir.mi 11 cor. 
Gia non cereo far vendetta 
vinto cede al v~stro furor 
( Oh beautiful lights (eyes), don't hurry so 
if you wish to wound {touch) my heart. To 
be sure, I am not seeking, revenge, conquer-
ed I surrender to your fury.) 
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0 dolce catena 
for soprano and alto f# minor 
This duet is again representative in both style and 
structure of the group of shorter duets~ Jit is in a .Q..a 
9aoo form~ and its internal structure consists of three 
sections: a$ b, and c. Because of the absence of solo sections 
it is more compact and umdfied than the longer duets. 
The duet is in f# minor, and begins with a short in-
.strumental introduction of 2 measures, which contains the 
half-step interval and the skip of a 4th that characterize 
the entire piece. The basso continuo in a straight eighth 
note pattern expresses the melody picked up by the alto in 
measure three and repeated in a different rhythmic dis.tribu-
tion. The basso continuo echoes the expressive little half-
step pattern at a, and will throughout the composition re-
-
peat this at various points which have been marked to call 
attention to them. 
The soprano enters at~ with an opening interval of a 
minor third instead of the minor second, but otherwise re-
peats exactly the earlier alto entrance. At£ appears an-
other characteristic interval, the rising 4th, in this case 
followed by a descending 7th. As ~ and ~-the same 4th is 
heard, quitted however by step, and throughout, this interval 
has also been marked to indicate that its frequency is more 
than accidental, and that it and the minor second, consti-
tute the two melodic intervals forming the basic fabric of 
the piece. The intervals of the second and the seventh occur 
1 
also as harmonic intervals, as at e, f, g, at L, m, o, p, r , 
~--- -----
and !J initiated primarily as suspensions~ The music also 
abounds with chromatic steps as the color shifts with the 
repeated statements of the melodic patterns. 
At~ begins a beautiful sequence, the overlapping of the 
voices creating the 2nds, and the 7ths the result of suspen- · 
sions. 
At~ and prededed by a short instrumental interlude 
very similar to the introduction, the second part Degins. 
It consists of a repetition Of the opening figure, this 
time in e minor and stated by the soprano. With this rever-
sal in the order of appearance of voices, the alto makes 
its entrance with a minor 3rd. This section is virtually a 
repetition of the first, in a different key b~t maintaining 
the same melodic and rhythmic patterns of the finst part at 
correspondingly repated key levels. The basso continuo at 
EL on page lour repeats in part the melodic pattern which 
immediately preceding it, has been stated by both of the voices. 
At ~ where begins what we have called part 3, there 
appear unprepared and surprising 6/4 chords, with basses re-
solving up a 7th instead of down a 2nd~ These however, can 
be classified as passing 6/4 chords, the real bass sucession 
being b-a-g (last system, page 4), and d-c#-b (first system, 
page 5). At Rthe instrument again enters actively in the 
imitative sequence by repeating the melodic pattern state 
first by the voices at ~and~· 
. 
' 
The duet ends with the haunting interval of the rising 
4th followed by repeated notes in the soprano. A short 
melismatic p~ssage indentical to the one at nLand with the 
same dissonant half-step, this time resolving into 3rds, 
ends the duet. A da capo indicates the return· to the very 
beginning for a complete repetition of the entire duet. 
The mournful and melancholy beauty of this piece is in-
effably lovely,. and it is one in which all three voices con-
tribute to the perfection of a whole from which not one note 
could be subtracted or altered with impunity. 
0 dolce catena~ 0 pene beate~ 
se al fin m1 guidate 
in braceio a eontenti, 
se a1 piante sueeede si bella mereede, 
a farmi 1anguire, tornate ~tormenti. 
( 0 sweet shackles, of blessed grief 
if you finally lead me into the aPms 
of those who are.happy, if tears are 
followed by such beautiful mercy so as 
to languish me, then return to torment me.) 
14>,3 
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No, no, non voglio se devo amoDe 
for soprano and tenor B-.flat major 
This is the shortest of all the- duets that we enco~nter­
ed, and is an amusing small trifle~ It can scarcely be said 
to have any particular structural form, but happily proceeds 
.from its beginning through its short life to the end reit-
erating one dominant rhythm, and repeating in canonic imi-
tation its lively melodic patterns. 
At a the two voices state the opening figure in close 
canon. At & the tenor merrily proceeds by himself for a gay, 
little tune, a small snatch of which the basso continuo can-
not retrrain itself .from repeating at ~· The soprano picks 
up the melody for a solo at d, and at e again the basso con-
tinuo mimics the short phrase above it. A jolly sequence 
begins at .f, which reads vertically as a sucession of traids, 
followed by seventh chords, achieved by the easy and natural 
introduction of the necessary accidential. A sequence of 
traids follmvs, and the entire pattern is repeated at~· 
Because of the repetition of the single note over the 
words "no, no$ no," etc, a kind of homophonic illusion re-
sults. The marked 6/8 rhythm with its constantly repeated 
pattern o.f dotted eighth followed by a sixteenth, and then 
a quarter note followed by an eighth_, i.e • .J J .J J J , t~e 
tempo, and the jolly melody combine to remind us of nothing 
less than a gay and rollicking English sea chanty. 
····-- ~ 
No, ~o; no, non voglio se devo amere 
No, no, no, non vog11o se devo amare 
ne be1la ehe f'a morir~ 
ne brutta, ohe f'a f'uggire. 
( No, no, no, 1r I must 1ove, I want 
neither a beautiful. woman to k111 me 
nor an ugly one to make me :flee.) 
1 
I 



Ribellatevi 
for two sopranos G-.:major 
Ribellatevi is one of the few duets which opens with an 
instrumental introduction. The role assigned to the basso 
continuo however, seems to be on the whole more that of' an 
accompanying part than an independent one. 
The opening melodic figure is a very dynamic one, the 
"ribellatevi" being first expressed by the upper voice, in 
a downward descending g major chord. At ~ the order of en-
trance is reversed and the second soprano states the new 
melody. The canonic imitation in this duet is very close, 
coming only three beats apart. At~ the opening melodic and 
rhythmic pattern is expressed in a D major chord, and at ~ 
:tQ5 . 
it is back in its original color to close this first section. 
The bass asserts its identity for the monemt at~~ 
when in short two measures introduction to the second section, 
in which it expresses a pattern very similar to the vocal 
line at a. In this section the two vecal parts imitate each 
..... 
other in the unison, the second voice coming 2 measures 
after the lst, continuing the close conjunction of the voices. 
An interesting relief from the constant close imitation 
occurs at f and g when. while one voice is sustaining a 
- T-
sin~le tone, the other merrily sings a gay little solo of' 
eight measures. The cadential close in the second soprano 
voice at his questionable; we suggest either a repeated g, 
or a b, as more correct. 
, 
I 
'(-/ 
~~ 
\ ' 
Two solos follow, con~is;ting o:f each voice singing a 
dif':ferent verse to the ·.same melody. The basso continuo 
makes short little imitative gestures at 1, ~ and ~ but 
its little forays into independence are short-lived, and it 
subsides into its role as an accompanying partner. 
This is one of the shorter duets, but of very jolly 
and spirited character~ The marvelous opening octaves in 
their particular tessitura creating a resounding and bril-
liant effect. 
Ribe1latevi, o pensiera, 
Fiera pera 11 dio d'amor, 
A forza di sdegno sovvertasi 11 regno,, 
s•ueeida '1 tiranno che sempre '-"' af'f'ano. 
Mi aderisce il ll11o e.or gia in :f~or. 
se perdei ~er infida bellezza stoltaments la 
mia liberta, f'reno sia eorsa ria, amai eangi' 
in :f'uror. 
Rebel, of thoughts, 
Let the god of love perish l~e a wild beast. 
By means of scorn overthrow his kingdom. 
Kill the tyrant who always distressed you. 
My heart is already assaulted by :fury. 
If I lost my :freedom senselessly :for the sake of 
false beauty, let this evil course end, and be it 
finally turned into f'ury. 
' 
-- f il 1. 
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Quanta care al cor 
f'or two soprano <ffi.~inor 
This belongs in the group of the long duets which as-
sume almost the proportions of' the cantata, but its length 
in no way detracts from its loveliness and beauty, which 
truly could not be contained within smaller dimensions. 
~he first soprano opens the duet, and its first 
statement is already contained the upward leap of a 4th 
which pervades the structure. At~ occurs the interval of 
the augmented second, which Stef'fani has no compunction in 
using, as we have already deen on other duets. The second 
voice with its entrance in the third measure, answers almost 
exactly, and both voices continue with 16th note motion in 
alternating parts, and with alternating suspensions, which 
create the pleasant dissonance of' a major second at each 
beat. 
1 
At b occurs again the interval of the upward 4th. At 
2 
~ the second soprano answers with the rising skip of a 5th~ 
thus creating again the dissonance of a 2nd, which is one 
of' Stef'fani's favorite clashes, and is partiaularly effec-
tive here in the rhythmic distrib,Jtion of the melodic parts. 
It appears here first in close writing, engaging the adjacent 
notes a-b flat, then at two beats beyond, the upper voice 
has carried the a to c, thus creating another major second, 
b-flat to c • This technique functions three times within 
the space of five beats, as indicated at those points marked 
10v 
r 
' 
orb 
c. This writing, which for four measures, beginning at letter 
jt and extending through~ encompasses actually only the four 
notes, a-b natural-c-d; the other notes in the passage such 
as g#, and the 16th note embellishment in the second measure, 
last system, are in reality only extraneous and incidental. 
Such construction, involving two voices moving in so small 
a vertical space over the horizontal distance of 16 beats, 
demonstrates the marvelous ingenuity and genius of Steffani. 
The pattern is repeated immediately, ·from letters ~ to ~ 
t!le second voice first stating the interval of a 4th, follow-
ed by the first voice with the corresponding interval of a 
fifth:~ etc. 
Passages in canonic imitation in the unison at~ in 
the 2nd at~' and unison again at ~ follow, and involve an 
interesting motion in 3rds, with resulting clashes of 2nds 
affected by suspensions. The section ends with a da capo 
indicated. 
The second part, beginning on page three with a bold 
descending octave figure (j), employs the same effective 
successive leaps of a 4th and 5th with the resulting disson-
ance of a second which occured in part 1 9 The interval of 
the leap becomes a 5th and a 6th at L, with the words nsi 
-
stringeteni", the expression of the anguish of love being 
too large and intense to be contained in the smaller inter-
vals. 
With page five another section begins, this time in F 
major. The technique is again canonic, and Steffani's prac-
tice of alternating the entrances between the two voices, is 
demonstrated here again. The section consists really of two 
parts; one from~ to~ in which the first soprano leads 
with the statement of each melodic figure, and the second 
from ~ to ~ in which the order is reversed and the second 
voice leads the way. 
A rather strange and odd interpolation of four measures 
with a change of meter seems a rather abrupt insertion but 
apparently constitutes a kind of bridge leading to the 4th 
section. This begins with·a bold descending octave line and 
is suggestive of the beginning of the second part on page 3. 
Section 5, beginning with page 5 and continuing to the 
end of the composition is unbroken, and maintains its 3/2 
meter without interrupnion. The general character of the 
mood does not alter either as it does in the preceding sec-
tions. The melodic interval of a 4th is again very prominent, 
and harmonic intervals such as major and minor seconds, aug-
mented thirds, and major sevenths occur with extraordinary 
smoothness of moving parts so marvelously right that such 
passages hold on ineffable and eternal beauty. 
The basso continuo provides a steady, firm supporting 
voice creating against the other voices its own beauty of 
motion, as at p; at q reiterating the descending octave pas-
sage which the voices stated in the first two bars on page 
7, like an echo coming from a long distance; at~ imitating 
the second soprano immediately above it. 
The undulating passages achieved by the beautiful move-
109 
ment of the two voice as they sing in parallel and in con-
trary direction, sometimes at the distance of a tenth, some-
times meeting at a second, sometimes crossing paths through 
a unison, bring the duet tp a close. 
Quanto uare al eor voi siete, ~ 
~e epte~e per solei che mi lego. 
Amo si fra voi le pene che se mai non vi :;r.mupete, 
io gia mai non vi seiorDo. , 
Adorate miei tor.menti si stringete.mi ogntor piu, 
che goder veri eontenti non sa un cor ch'in voi non fu. 
No, non sa un cor ch'in voi non :ru. 
(How dear to my heart you are, chains, for the love 
of the one who tied me. 
I love your wounds so much, that if you never break 
I shall never untie you. · 
You will adore my torment if ~ou beeome more oppress-
ing, 
For a heart that never experienced yoll!"{chains), does 
not know how to be ~:-:happ.y. · 
No, a heart that was never chained does not know how 
to be truly happy. 
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Liberta" 
for soprano and bass C major 
This is another long multi-sectional duet, resembling 
more or less ru cantata. There are frequent changes of 
meter, of key, of tempo, of mood, a number or internal re-
peat sign, i.e. within sections, several da capo sections, 
and two arias for each of the voices. 
The interval of a 4th is again prominent, appearing as 
the opening melodic figure of both of the first two sections 
on page 1. At ~ begins a long sequence of rising 4ths, and 
at~~ as if_to relieve the tedium 9f so many skips, the two 
voices begin~a sequence of descending scale passages. Be-
cause or the juxtaposition or the entrances the voices can 
proceed in lOths except at c, where a small compromise has 
..... 
to be made in the bass in order to avoid the leap of a 9th 
between the first two beats of the measure. This compromise 
in the descent or the bass, effected here by a repetition of 
the note d, is not necessary in the suceeding pattern, which 
begins at letter d, and the two voices move happily along 
_. 
in lOths until interrupted by a 6/4 c'adence at e. The de-
--.. 
scending parallel motion is resumed at r and g until again 
....... -=< 
llX 
the 6/4 cadence an h on page 3 interferes. This entire first 
section is repeated now. 
The first aria appears in G major, and is given to the 
soprano voice. The figured bass in measure 1 obviously is 
an error, and we have suggested the offensiveness of the 6-
112 
chords by enclosing the numerals in parentheses. Subsequent 
similar passages are not so figured; any 6-chord harmony with 
the accompanying melody is impossible. 
At the basso continuo which up to this point has b.een 
reinforcing the lower voice line or merely acting as an ac-
companying part, now asserts itself in a small imitative fig-
ure. This it does again at k, and as if enjoying its eman-
cipation, it embarks on a nice little frolic of its own in 
the next measure. 
The aria for the bass voice, beginning at L, is rhNt~­
cally quite angular and rugged. The basso continuo functions 
here definitely as a polyphonic voice, and plays in canonic 
imitation at ~and at~· At nit assumes the initative and 
for two ~easures leads the way. At the close of this aria 
there is a return to the very beginning of the duet, 11 Li:.. 
berta 11 1 and the following soprano aria proceeds directly 
after the repetition of the very first section. 
This second soprano solo is altogether delightful, and 
has a melody which is so suggestive of the beginning of the 
duet that we are tempted to call it a clever musical parody. 
The basso continuo at £ 1 for example, states the very same 
intervals with which the duet mpens and the identical notes, 
i.e. c-g-c. We do.not think this is mere coincidence for 
immediatley following this the soprano melody, at probably 
three times the tempo of the 11 libert8:", sings the same pat-
tern of notes of the letter with slight variations. The 
double bar begins a section thoroughly feminine, charming, 
and provocative, and which begins with an ascending pattern 
of notes from a to ~ that to us suggests measure 10 of the 
"Libert~" section. We should like to believe that Steff'ani 
had the sense of musical humor which could treat thus play-
f'ully a more serious section of' the same piece. •••• A 
slight mention of the role of' the basso cont~nuo throughout 
this aria; it is entirely an accompaniment, and has no inde-
pendent moments of its own. 
The aria f'or the bass, its second solo also, beginning 
on page nine, consists for the f'irst nine bars of' an ambel-
lishing pattern to the descending C major scale, the notes 
li5 
of which appear in the basso continuo unadorned. Completely 
in contrast to the preceding soprano aria, this is very strong, 
very masculine, very assertive. At p, r, and s short imitative 
_.. -
exchanges take place, but f'or the rest the basso continuo 
reinforces the bass voice in octaves. 
The last long section of' the duet, mentioned at the 
beginning of this analysis, balances the first section in 
that it too opens in a 3/2 meter, changing after 17 bars 
also to a 4/4. There is no resemblance at all in the melodic 
pattern hawever. 
Canonic imitation at the interval of a second begins 
the second part of this last section, at ~and~ and con-
tinues to the end with sometimes one voice, sometimes the 
other initiating the melodic.pattern, At v there is an in-
teresting harmonic interval of' a 9th between the vqices which 
appears also in the first measure of the last system of' the 
f'ollowing page. At YL occurs a delicious sequence of' 6-
chords 6 above which the voices engage in a pleasant little 
conflict with a resulting contradictory kind of phrasing ••• 
a musical altercation between the marmonic phrase and the 
rhythmic phrase, which is in essence a musical counterpart 
of the text 11rion s tincatena", and is a very charming affect. 
It occurs again at ~· The abrasive 9th comes in the second 
measure of the last system in a repetition of the same 
phrase in which it appeared earlier. Another delightful, 
small struggle takes place between the voices at y, with 
again a sequence of 6-chords, this time arranged in a different 
rhythmic pattern. In the final two measures all three voices, 
the two vocal ones and the basso continuo, unite in declar-
ing 'non s 1incateni' in the combined strength of a homophon-
' 
in assertion. Thus the duet ends. 
' Libert a 
. ' 
- Liberta gioisee' 1 core-. 
Son disciolte le catene soggiaceste in ~lle pene 
or ealpesta il eieeo amore. . 
Non sospir~ mio cor, nod:Lagrimar mio cor, non 
lagrimar ,Pi u. 1 . ~ 
Estinto e,g1a l'ardor ehe 1•1nf1ammo, che tutte 
1' in:f'ia:am.o. 
or ,che liber~ m1 veggia e. d.a laeei sciolto, 
tia eieco amore ti dis:fido,-.ti d!lsprega. 
Gia ohe son in liberta, gia me veggio in liberta. 
~i Cupido le crude ritorte questo e6re non tiene. 
Pi~ non sa :fugg~ndo il rigor mia sorte~ 
Piu tra lacci giaeere non vo. 
Dal,laccio :fiero del erudo areiero sciolto sei gia. 
Si e spento il pianto in liberta gioisei in liberta. 
Udite amant!, udite sa bramate restar liberi so1o1ti 
d 1 amoroso pensier. 
Eermi starem. 
Chi 11bero :fia star non s'ineateni. 
{Freedom rejoices the heart. 
The chains are loose, you lived amid a thousand sorrows, 
now trampl.e upon blind 1ove. 
Oh heart o:f mine, do not sigh, do not weep, indeed, do 
not weep. 
T~ ardor that set it all afl.ame is extinct. 
:Now that I am :free and the n0ose is removed, to be sure 1 
I challenge you, I despise you, oh blind love. 
NOW that I am :free, to be sure I :feel :free. 
Cupid's in human ~etorts, this heart no l.onger suf:fers. 
My 1ot no longer is that o:f pain, :fleeing. 
I no longer wish to lie ensnared. 
You are now :fr~e :from the savage trap o:f the inhuman 
archer. 
Tears were exhausted seeking liberty, now enjoy the 
:freedom. · 
Hearken you lovers, 
hearken 1:f you desire to remain free, :free :from love t s 
·thoughts. 
Steadfast we shall be. 
He who wishes to remain :free, let him not become entangled. 
/. 
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Ah1 che 1 1ho sempre detto g minor 
for soprano and tenor 
This is a da capo duet in which the retrun is made to 
the beginning and consumes approximately half of the entire 
duet, thus constituting virtually a three part form. There 
is a characteristic formal interruption by a short smlo sec-
tion between the b and a section which changes in both meter 
and tempo, and consisting of a rather melismatic passage of 
16 measures in 3/2. 
The basso continuo of this duet is a rather rhythmical 
part, and although principally an accompanying part it occa-
sionally reiterates a vocal figure, as at~ for example. It 
is more heavily figured than many of the basses, and although 
we have noted the figuration as carefully as possible there 
are instances, notably at measure 4 on page 11, where its 
accuracy is definitely questionable. 
The two vocal parts are .in canon almost completely, the 
entrance of the bass voice coming at the beginning in the 
4th measure in the octave. In measure 8, the subject appears 
in the dominant of the key, i.e., in d- in the soprano, the 
bass replying in the original key of g- in measl~e 13, bobh 
voices proce·eding in the 16th note "patter" figures in the 
intervals between the reiteration of the subject. This tech-
nique continues throughout the composition, with predomi-
nantly conconant intervals, both melodic and harmonic. The 
opening melodic skip has been that of the 4th, an interval 
which Steffani uses with gre~t frequency; at ~ the same 
rhythmic figure ms expressed in the interval of a 5th, an-
• J 
.. 
~.- .. · 
other frequently occurrigg skip. The octave leap, appearing 
less often but still rather a favorite, occurs here only once, 
in the first measure of part 2 which begins on page 7 at 
letter ~· There are a few singular and generally outlawed 
intervals, notably at ~' where an f# is followed by a b-flat, 
and at e, when the bass voice repeats this. A few unuaual 
harmonic intervals also occur when a susnension at f in the 
• 4. 
upper voice creates a major 7th with the bass, and at £ 1 when 
the same suspension, now in the bass, creates a minor 9th. 
The augmented second, apparently not forbidden in the 18th 
century, o~ at least not by Steffani, is also found. 
The contrapuntal skill of Steffani is exhibited here 
with a lightness of touch and a playfulness between parts 
that make this duet a delight to sing. 
... 
Ahl ehe l'ho sempre detto eh'amor ~ tradira. 
Ho troppo frale il petto si copli di belta. 
In due luci tute ardore si eelo iniquo aroiero. 
Poi eon quando lusinghiero mi trafigge morte il core. 
Qual rimedio a mio dolore s~surato or si dara~ 
(Ahl I have always said that love will betray me. 
My heart is too frail to resist beautyts blows. 
Under two eyes full of ardor the w1eked archer hid. 
Then, flatterer anew, he pierees mortally my heart. 
What remedy ean now be given for my immense sorrow? 
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Dr. Alfred Einstein~ to whom we are indebted for these 
Steffani duets which form the basis of this thesis, began 
a prodigious work which his untimely death left incompleted. 
We conclude from various remarks made in several of his 
writings, and from the biographical material bequeathed 
with his MSS to the Smith college music department, that 
an edition of St~ffani's duets and perhaps a biography 
was contemplated. In what apparently constituted an ex-
haustive research in the various libraries in Europe and 
in England Dr. Einstein collected approximately 85 of the 
chamber duets of Steffani as well as some of the opera duets. 
Most of these were copied from the original manuscripts by 
Dr. Einstein himself. These Einstein MSS. are to be found 
in bound volumes (58a and 58b) in the music department 
library of Smith college. The entire collection has also 
been microfilmed,. and Reel no V, which contains these volumes 
of the complete Einstein MSS collection is available for 
purchase by application to the Smith College music library. 
In addition to this secondary source there are also to 
be fC?und in volume X of the Dem...;niil~r{der Tonkunst in Bayern 
series, 16 chamber duets, all but three of which are duplicat-
ed in the Einstein MSS collectionl. One chamber duet is 
included in Arnold Scheringts Geschichte der Musik in 
' Beispielen: ttocchi perche piangete.n Hugo Riemann in the 
third edition of Musikgeschichte in Beispielen has published 
1. Lontanaza crudel, 'lacidissime catene, and Dolce labbro: 
these appear, to our knowledge only in volume X of D.T.B. 
·-· 
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11 Troppo cruda e lamia sorte". Both of' these are also to be 
,. 
found in the Denkmaler volume X. 
The Einstein MSS collection of' the Stef'f'ani duets was 
derived f'rom several original sources: 
1) duets in autograph MSS~ either,in Stef'f'ani's 
own hand~ or in the handwriting of' his coypist, 
which were collected in a mumber of' volumes 
around 1700 and which undoubtedly represent 
Stef'fani r s own rev.isions and probably 
received his sanction. 
2) MSS which did not appear in the above authentic 
collection, or those which may be older versions~ 
and represent more or less greater departures 
1 
f'rom those in the first collection • 
3) MSS which duplicated those of' the 1st group~ 
but which apparently were f'ull of' mistakes 
careless copy errors. Evidently they had value 
only as a basis f'or reference and comparison. 
The following libraries represent the sources f'or the 
original MSS~ which Dr. Einstein examined~ and f'rom which come 
those contained in his collection. 
1) Berlin: a) Kgl. Bibliothek 
b) Musikaliensammlung des Joachims-
thalschen Gymnasiums 
1. The complete list will indicate a number of' versions of' the 
same texts, some of' which seem to consist of' only minor 
changes. 
c) Bibliothek der Singakademie 
2) Bologna.:, a) Liceo Musicale 
3) Brussels:a) Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique 
b) Conservatoire Royal de Musique 
4> Cambridge: Fitzwilliam Museum 
5) Dresden: Kgl. Bibliotheque 
6) Florence: Istituto Musicale 
7) Hamburg: Stadtbibliothek 
n • • ,, • 8) Konlgsberg: Kgl. und Universltatsblbliothek 
9) London: a) Buckingham ~alace, Royal Musical 
Library. 
This collection consists of eight 
complete volumes bound in brown leather, 
It 
apparently in Steffanis hand. On the covers 
are the numbers 1, 11, V, Vl, lX, X, Xll, 
Xlll, the latter evidently the last volume. 
Five volumes therefore are lost, or 30 duets, 
each volume containing six duets. 
Each duet begins with an ~J:nitial letter, 
embellished with pen and ink, the decorative 
motive suggestive of the nature of the 
respective duet. Some of the title pages 
also have pen and ink drawings. 
Volume 11 has a picture of a snake which 
is assisting itself to shed its skin by 
scrap;ng itself between two stones.l 
b) British Wmseum 
Add. MS 5330: ttnuetts for treble and 
contralto, comp. by A~ Steffani,n-contains 
a printed biographical enclosure of a 
format broadside. entitled Memoirs of the 
life of the Author,-·probably written by 
John Hawkins. 
c) Library of the Royal College of Music. 
10) Naples: Bibl. des Conservatorio,- della Pietd. 
de Turchini. 
J.2o 
11) Padua: Archivio Musicale della Cappella Antoniana 
Vol. 1 of this collection contains 7 duets 
of Steffani with a system left open between 
the voices and bas so continuo,., evidently for 
the realization of the bass. This apparently 
was unique among the MSS examined. The cover 
of this volume has a pen picture of Castel-
franco, Steffani's birthplace. The date is 
probably from the second half of the· 18th c. 
1. Dr. Einstein's notes contained in the preface to volume X 
D.T.B. He does not mention the two volumes containing 
'more than 100 duets which Chrysander ~ound in the_Buckingham 
'alace Library. (See F. Chrysander: Handel, vol. 1, 
Breitkopf and Hartl, Leipzig, 1859) -
12) Paris: Bibliothek nationale 
13) Regensburg : Bisch8fliche Privatbibliothek 
J.4) Rome: Biblioteca Musicale della R.Accademia 
di s. Cecilia 
15) Schwerin: MUsikaliensammlung des Grossherzogl. 
Mecklenburg-Schweriner Fftrstenhauses 
16) Sonderhausen: Bibliothek der Schlosskirche 
--
17) Vienna: a) Hofbibliothek 
b) Bibliothek der Gesellschaft der 
Musikrreunde 
The Scherzi for two voices and instruments were found 
in the Library of the Royal College of Music in London, and 
in the Biblioteca Estense in MOdena. They may have arrived 
in Modena by way of Charlotte Felicitas, a daughter of Duke 
Johann Friedrich and a niece of the Elector Ernst August, 
who,in 1699 in Hanover, married Duke Rinaldo 1 of Modena. 
The seven duets which are included in this thesis 
do not Jappear, to our knowledge, in any published or print-
~d form. They were copied from the Einstein manuscript, and 
the editorial revisions undertaken consisted of the trans-
position from the vocal clefs into the G and F clefs, an 
occasional suggested correction, and the insertion of bar 
lines which were implicit but not always present. The 
metric divisions indicated by Dr. Einstein have been ad-
hered to, but we have taken the liberty of changing a 
3/2 to a 3/4 when the context permitted it, on a few oc-
cas~ions. At such places where we have suggested acci-
dentals they have been ·plac-ed above the note to be _ 
affected. 
Among the examples and short excerpts which wi:Ll 
be discussed in a later section are references to duets 
-· 
~~ 
-r,:;N 
found in the several collections already mentioned, and 
which, although they are accessible in these publications, 
were included here for purposes of indicating specific 
compositional techniques and devices. Although all of the 
85 duets contained in the Einstein collection were exam-
ined, it was impossible to quote from all of them, and 
many exceedingly beautiful passages had to be o~tted from 
our discussion .. 
The thirteen Handel duets, which represent, as far 
as we know, the only printed duets available, and on which 
we based our discussion of the si~larities between the two 
- ' composers, are published by the Handelgesellschaft, and 
constitute volume 32 of that edition of Handelts complete 
works. 
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Abstraet 
Abstraat 
The ehrumber duets of Agostino Steffani (1653-1728) 
represent musie well worthy of being exhumed not only for 
study and historical evaluation, but for the more practical 
and pleasant purposes of performance. These compositions 
for two voices and basso continuo, of which there are ap-
proximately one hundred complete duets extant, were written 
prob~bly between the years 1689 and 1716, alt~ough it is 
impossible to affix any certain dates to them. They were 
generally written for persons attached to·the court at 
Hanover to be used for personal performgnce1or commission-
ed as gifts for the courtier. or lady in favour at the moment. 
Thus some of the duets are prefixed with initials, but the 
identity of the recipients of these charming gifts·. is un-
fortunately not ascertainable. The duets, some of them in 
' . 
autograph, some in the handwriting of Steffani's secretary 
and copyist, Gregorio Piva, others in unidentifiable hand-
writing, are preserved in libraries and museums in England 
and on the continent. 
The Electoral court at Hanover, which was the scene of 
Steffani's greatest achievements both politically and musi-
cally, at this time was far fram being a small provin~ial 
center. It was known throughout Europe for its brillianae 
and gaiety stimulated and encouraged by the wit and taste of 
the Electress Sophie ( whose paternal grandfather was James 1) 
. . 
and her children, and the Elector, Ernst August, whose love 
..,. 
of music and the theater aeeount·ed .for the eosmopo~itan 
. ' 
aspect o.f this sma~l German eourt. Italian musicians, led 
by the fmmous violinist Farinelli~ together with Freneh 
musicians comprised the major part of the court orchestra, 
* 
ani the very few German players attached to it received .far 
less in salary than did these imp~rted per.for.mers. French 
comedies were p~e~ented by companies of French actors, and 
during the earn1val season, a month of masques, entertain-
ments, comedies, operas, balls, and all manner o.f .frivolity 
after the Italian manner, Hanover:was thronged with visitors 
no~ only from other German principalities »nt .from neighbot-
ing countries as well. Steffani~ arriving here around 1688, 
soon distinguished himself with his operas written expressly 
for Ernst August and performed in the beautiful new theater 
which the latter's councillors had built for him in order 
to discourage his protracted sojo~ns in Italy. But greater 
than the acclaim won for Ste.ffani by his operas was the re-
putation and recognition gained through his chrumber duets. 
Handel openly admitted his indebtedness to Steffani .for pro-
viding him wit~ such inimitable models whose beauty he could 
match but not surpass. Re~ard ~eiser, a rival opera com• 
poser in Hamburg, was said to have "lain in waittt .for each 
new steffani duet in order to study its effects. Such pres-
1 
ent historians as Paul H. Lang ~=· assert that Bach himself 
took the Steffani compositions as patterns for his cantata 
duets, as well as for the duets in the B minor mass. 
1. see Ste:f'fani ref'erencer-· in Langt s Music in Western Oivilizationz 
page 498. 
Johann Mattheson, a contemporary musician, critic, and 
commentator ~rom whose writings we learn a great deal 
~bout the then current scene, considered Ste~~ani unsur~. 
passed in this ~ield of composition. Gharles Burney, born 
two years be~ore Steffani died and there~ore close enough 
to him to report first-hand the continuing i~luence and 
popularity of the duets, reeerded that they were dispersed 
and sung throughout all o~ Europe. Sir John Hawkins in his 
General_Ristorz o~ the Science and Practice ·o~ Musiy pub-
lished in 1776, included one of the duets and giving in the 
biographical notes on Ste~~ani an expression o~ the esteem 
with which the latter was regarded in his time. Hawkins also 
gives what he records as a verbatim account o~ Steffanits 
~irst meeting with Handel, as reported by Handel~ in what are 
1 
presumably the latter's own words. 
Tihe duet as a form of composition in polyphonic style 
became old-fashioned with the overwhelming interest in the 
newer homophony, and the music of Steffani was thoroughly 
buried in oblivion by the end o~ the 18th century. The Ger-
man scholar, Ghrysander, in his rtork on Handel, was probably 
the first 19th century historian to follow the clues leading 
directly from Handel t s own chamber duets to the original 
source o~ their inspiration, namely the Ste~fani duets. Dr. 
Alfred Einstein and Dr. Adolf Sandberger continued the re-
search with the resulting publication of s~teen o~ the 
Ste~fani d~ets in the Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Bayern,volume 
1. This relationship has been dealt with at length in the 
chapter on Randel and Ste~~ani. 
~6, thus ~ar the ~argest co~~ection to appear. Dr. Einstein 
~urther investigated the various ~ibraries and museums in 
" 
England and on the continent, bequeathing his co~lection o:f 
manuscript copies o:f the duets to Smith Co~lege, Northampton, 
Massachusetts. That Dr. Einstein contemp~ated a S~e:f:fani pub-
~ication, both biographica~ and musica~, is attested to by 
this col~ection as we~~ as by the notes he left. 
Stef~ani was a master o:f polished contrapuntal writing, 
and the chamber duets are per~ect examp~es o:f two-voiced poly-
phony over a continuo, or three-voiced counterpoint on those 
occasions when the bass enters as a rea~ voice. The combina-
tion o:f voices encountered m~st :frequently is that o:f soprano-
alto, with soprano-bass, and soprano-tenor next in order. 
Duets ~or two sopranos are also numerous, but the combination 
ot the a~to with any one o~the male voices appears less o~ten. 
Among the sty~istic features o~ the duets are such details 
as the invariab~e fugal beginning, with the voices entering in 
sometimes exact imitation, sometimes modi~ied by one or two 
~ 
notes. Burney in his General Histor~ o~ Music remarks that 
"there are no more correctly bui~t coiri:positions, no :fugues 
whose subjects are more satis~actory, no answers or imitations 
more art:fu~ than these tduets • of Ste:f~ani ••• n. The voices 
enter in the 4th, 5th, unison, or ocatve withe qual :frequency, 
and a~ter stating the ttsubjectn, each proceeds tow eave a 
melody in freer counterpoint, or continues with short snatches 
of imitation, sometimes playful and provoeative,or serious. 
The melodies o~ these love-songs vary wide~y,:from short subjects 
l.page 535 
.. 
• 
to long, flowing, melodio lines. Dis s ona.nt ,''intervals, 
both melodic and harmonia are used to undersoore the 
text, and obromatio passages oco~ ~requently, and for 
the same reason. With Steffani however, all expression 
is oontrolled and disciplined; there are no orgies of 
tortured chromatio passages suoh as one frequently meets 
with in the music of some of his immediate Italian prede-
cessors. 
The form of the duets is as diversified as the teoh-
niques used within them, ranging from long, multisectional 
oampositions with or without solo sections and recitatives 
resembling somewhat the cantata_for.m externally, to the 
shorter three-part compositions. Many of these latter are .. 
in a virtual two-part form with a da capo return thus oon-
stituting an ~~form repeated; some have ada eapo only 
over appro~ately one half of the duet, thus oonsisting 
of an a b a form; some of them appear to have only a begin-
---
ning, a middle and an end, but with no demaroations, so that 
they represent literally a one-part form. The long, extend-
ed duets are in the minority, and may have been written at 
the beginning of Steffani's endeavors in this field. We 
can only guess at this however, but beeause melismatic 
passages oecur principally in these long duets and we know 
that they were also a feature of his opera duets (for reasons 
of prima donna demand), we conclude that he gradually aban-
doned this practice when the demand for it no longer existed • 
The shorter duets are generally expressive of only one 
affective mood, whereas the extended duets, by their very 
external structure, have ample room for several diversi-
f'ied expressions • 
One of the most striking f'eatures of' the duets is the 
great variety of' techndcal devices f'ound in them despite 
the limitations of the f'orm. The musical imagination of 
Stef'fani was prodigious, and it is in this that his duets 
are char§cterized above all others,e ven those of' Handel. 
Each one is f'resh and ~ew, there are no musical cliches to 
be f'ound, no stereotyped patterns, no wearisome repetitions. 
One other quality which distinguishes the Steff'ani duet is 
the smoothness and perf'ection of his writingi apparently 
effortless,each part fits into the context with an unden-
iable "rightness" f'ound only in the works of' the true gen-
- - --:_._"'~ as 
ius. The technical resourees seem to beAinexhaustible as 
the writing is flawless, and the creative inventiveness un-
surpassed. Steffani had no well-worn pattern from which he 
cut each new duet. That he deserves to be revived for 
historical interest and that he merits an honorable place 
among the distinguished composers of the Baroque period 
seems undeniable, but beyond that there is a better and 
more persuasive reason for reviving an interest in his 
music: the chamber duets are such delight.ful composi tiona 
and such rewarding music to perf'orm that they consitute 
their own defense, and provide in themselves their own 
argument. 
